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ABSTRACT
The research evaluates the economics of the Philippine alcogas and
cocodiesel fuel programs. It examines the social cost-benefit as well as cost
effectiveness of the different projects of the programs, and determines the
conditions and policies that would significantly affect their economic desira-
bility. In particular, the comparative advantage of the alternative fuel sources
vis-a-vis imported petroleum is highlighted. The implication of prices particu-
larly fuel and raw material feedstocks on the competitiveness of alternative
energy sources is assessedunder various simulated settings. The main conclu-
sion of the study indicates that alcogasand cocodiesel fuels are prominently
non-competitive against the conventional energy fuels. In all, the alcogasand
cocodiesel programs look economically unattractive under the prevailing
economic conditions.
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FOREWORD
The energy crises of 1973-74 and 1979-80 brought
home to many oil-importing .nations the importance of gra-
dually diversifying their energy sources and developing indi-
genous supplies of energy.
In the Philippines, one of the responseswas to draw up
an energy development program in order to harness local
energy sources and tap alternative energy forms. The latter
includes the development of non-conventional sources of
energy, among which are alcogas and cocodiesel. The ulti-
mate objective, of course, is to become relatively self-reliant
in the use of energy.
This study is an attempt to look into the economic
viability of the alcogas and cocodiesel programs of the gov-
ernment which were officially launched in 1982 with very
optimistic prospects but which were, in the immediate year
after, shelved due to exogenous factors. It is also an attempt
to see how these programs fit into the overall energy develop-
ment plan.
How socially profitable and cost competitive are these
programs? Under what assumptions are these programs
anchored? Authors Armando Armas, jr. and Denise Joyce
Cryde try to answer these and other questions. It is hoped
that their analysis and conclusions will be useful inputs in the
fine-tuning of the country's energy development program.
FILOLOGO PANTE, JR.
President
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
The 1973-74 energy crisis heralded the dangers of overdepen-
dence on foreign energy sources. Like many oil importing nations ,
the Philippines reacted by gradually diversifying its energy sources
and developing indigenous supplies. The second round of OPEC price
escalations in 1979-80 forced the government to hasten the develop-
ment of alternative energy forms and raised targets for energy self-
reliance. Yet the Philippines at the turn of the decade witnessed a
much slower pace of energy program implementation and lower
achievement of stated targets. In response to the unprecedented de-
cline of oil prices in 1982 and the persistent sluggish growth of
the Philippine economy, the government has revised its energy pro-
grams to reflect the changing energy outlook.
Background of the Study
The Philippine Energy Development Program 1982-1987 updates
the previous energy plan to incorporate important changes in the
energy sector and the national economy. Despite dramatic changes in
the world energy balance, the Energy Program maintains the former
strategy of supply diversification and indigenous energy develop-
ment. The government, however, has reportedly become more confi-
dent in expanding the share of indigenous energy sources to 49 per-
cent of total energy forms by 1987, from less than 5 percent in
1973. There seems to have been important modifications in the
energy source mix, as the implementation of well publicized alter-
natives is being delayed and their production targets reduced. While
major conventional energy alternatives such as coal and geothermal
energy are being re-evaluated due to environmental problems, non-
conventional sources are being reviewed because of changing eco-
nomic prospects.
Dynamic flexibility in the development of non-conventional
energy is profoundly expressed by changing thrusts in the imple-
mentation of the alcogas and cocodiesel programs. To begin with,
the energy program of 1982-1987 published in April 1982 reiterated
that among the renewable energy sources, cocodiesel and alcogas
offer the highest potential contribution to the transport sector.
Accordingly, that same year, the alcogas and cocodiesel programs
were officially launched, the latter with a Presidential Directive as
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well as a resolution on rules and regulations implementing this Direc-
tive issued by the Philippine Coconut Authority. Yet shortly after, a
cabinet decision called for the freezing of the alcogas program at pre-
vailing negligible production levels. Similarly in early 1983, the coco-
diesel project was shelved as world prices of petroleum started to fall
while those of coconut exports took an upward trend.
Scope of the Study
This paper attempts to shed some insightson the economic via-
bility of the alcogas and cocodiesel programs. In particular, the re-
search aims to identify scenariosthat would make the programscost
competitive and socially profitable. Moreover, it hopes to determine
the threshold pri,cesof petroleum, foreign exchange, and domestic
indigenous resourcesrequired for the programs' social effectiveness.
For several reasons, this study focuseson the economic analysis of
six different models of alcogas distilleries utilizing sugarcane or
molassesas feedstock. Thisalone would generate a number of indi-
caters and comparative estimatesnotwithstanding possiblesimulated
cases.If data and time .permit, this study will cover the six proposed
alcogas projects in a number of alternative sugar districts. On the
other hand, due to data constraints, the cocodiesel program will be
undertaken on opportunity costs of using coconut oil for diesel fuel
against exporting to earn foreign exchange. The gainsor lossesof the
cocodiesel program will be estimated under given assumptions. On
the whole, the scope of the study isexpected to be larger than those
of previous studiesincluding those of a World Bank study, Philippine
Energy Sector Survey (1982).
This paper consists of six chapters and a substantial number of
statistical appendices. Chapter 2 reviews the literature on non-con-
ventional energy, discusses the research methods used and data
sources. Chapter 3 discussesenergy prospects including non-conven-
tional substitutes in the transportation sector.
Chapter 4 begins with a brief alcogas program overview, and
reports estimates of selected indicators for "base case" analyses. The
chapter concludes with an evaluation of alternative scenarios using
a simulation approach to assessthe economics of different alcogas
projects under different conditions. Chapter 5 deals with the coco-
diesel program. It gives an overview of the program and discusses
some issues and problems particularly those concerning technical
feasibility. The paper ends with a chapter presenting the study's
major conclusions and policy implicatiDns.
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Chapter 2
REVIEW OF LITERATURE AND EVALUATION METHODS
Review of Literature
Philippine economic literature hasseveralenergy studiessince the
1973-74 energy crisis. While the literature is undeniably rich, there
seemsto be a dearth of materials on the economics of non-conven-
tional energy. There are very few published economic studies on
alcogasor cocodiesel as alternative energy forms in the Philippines.
This chapter, therefore, mainly reviewspublished economic studies
on non-conventional energy conducted elsewhere. Such studies may
be useful in identifying important economic variables and suggesting
some acceptable evaluation methods that can be used.
In the first section, recent studies done in highly developed coun-
tries are reviewed. Next, studies on non-conventional energy in devel-
oping countries are discussed. The third section focuses on alcogas
in developing countries, particularly Brazil. The chapter ends with a
review of the only published paper that touches on Philippine non-
conventional energy issues.
Non-Conventional EnergyStudies
After the 1973-74 petroleum crisis, prospects for alternative
energy resourcedevelopment spurredgreat interest not only among
governments but more so among business organizations. S_everal
studies on alternative energy problems and project feasibilities have
been undertaken but many remain unpublished for various reasons.
The studiesreviewedin this section are only those that are published,
have detailed presentations, and are written by reputably objective
authors.
The MIT Energy Self-Sufficiency Study (1974), conducted in
response to the US Energy Independence Program, was, the first
in-depth study to pose the question thus: "whatever the goal of
energy independence (for US by 1980) could be achieved and, if so,
what price its achievement might entail for the nation." Similarly,
the Project Independence Evaluation System (PIES-74) was launched
by the US Federal Energy Administration in 1974 to assessthe
US energy+outlook. While both MIT and PIES dealt with vast re-
search topics and areas, each substantially evaluated the prospects
of different energy sources, e.g., oil, natural gas, coal, and nuclear
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and non-conventional forms, e.g., synthetic fuel, shale oil, geother-
mal, and solar energies in the different regions of the United States.
With regard to the latter, the studies speculated that production of
new energy forms would be negligible in the near future (up to 1980)
even though their commercialization production costs turn out to be
low.
After the MIT and PIES, several studies done by individual re-
searchers were published. Palz (1978), for instance, looks into the
economics of solar electricity in the United Kingdom while Merril
and Gage (1978) deals with non-conventional energy alternatives
suchaswater, solar,wind, and biofuels in the US. Another important
study, Merrow (1978) discussesconstraints in the commercialization
of shale oil especially in California. In more recent years, Ben et al.
(1981) analyzes the economics of producing synthetic liquid and
gaseousfuels from coal, oil shale, tar, sands,and industrial wastesin
UK while Walton et al. (1982) presents an overview of economic
issues relating to solar energy and evaluates its economic possibility
in the US.
Not surprisingly, most of the studies evaluate non-conventional
energy alternatives mainly on the basis of engineering costs or prior
cost data. Such an approach is perhaps acceptable since most of the
studies deal with non-conventional energy in the US and UK. No
serious market distortions are assumed to prevail in these highly
developed market economies and the energy sector remains largely
in private hands. A more serious drawback of thesestudies, however,
is their use of aggregated cost estimates that do not explicitly dis-
tinguish among different extraction sources. Offshore production
costs, for example, are assumed to equal those of onshore, or future
production costs are largely determined by prior cost experience.
As a result, many studies are optimistic about the future share of
non-conventional vis-a-vis hydrocarbon-based energy. Their highly
imprecise forecasts suggest that most of their results especially those
on the feasibility of non-conventional energy are dubious. For one,
their evaluations are basedon simplifying assumptions that were out-
run by events. The dearth of experience with new technologies and
processes contributes to the uncertainty and imprecision of the
evaluations and results.
Non-Conventional Energy in Developing Countries
On the whole, economic studies on non-conventional energy in
developing countries are scarcely available and the ones readily ob-
tainable are those reported by government agencies and interested
project proponents. Moreover, most reports are either merely des-
criptive or deceptively biased. Few studies are unde'rtaken by inde-
pendent researchers and scholars. Furthermore, the published re-
search done by respectable institutions usually analyzes energy alter-
natives by geographical or socio-economic groups of countries.
Among the studies on Asian energy prospects, the Asian Develop-
ment Bank-sponsored Regionol Energy Survey 1981 covers not only
the energy problems and prospects of ADB developing member coun-
tries but also of sub-groups and even selected individual countries.
It presents potential energy resource and supply estimates for major
traditional energy forms such as petroleum, hydroelectricity, coal,
and non-conventional forms including biomass, wind, and solar
energy. The report discussesthe consumption trends of maior energy
products and forecasts energy demand and domestic prices for each
ADB developing member country from 1980 to 1990. It devotes a
chapter on energy self-reliance and attempts to evaluate prospects for
renewable indigenous energy in selected countries. As it seems, how-
ever, the ADB report is largely based on opinions and judgmental
observations and its research methods are weak and poor in theore-
tical framework,
Like the ADB, the World Bank as a development institution
would be expected to have substantial research on non-conventional
energy alternatives of oil importing developing countries. The long
list of Staff Working Papers, however, reveals only one paper (No.
346, july 1979) dealing with the traditional and non-conventional
energy prospects in developing countries. The study reports on the
widespread shortages of traditional fuels, which about half of the
world's population uses for household needs. The authors further-
more estimate the supply and demand of traditional fuels and
describe existing technologies for non-conventional energy sources
such as biomass (including alcohol), solar, wind, and mini hydro.
Some short case studies in Bangladesh, Nepal, and Sudan are also pre-
sented although they are largely descriptive and have only few im-
portant implications for other oil importing countries. In its conclu-
sion, the World Bank paper echoes the innocuous advice that "many!
developing countries could usefully consider programs to increasel
fuelwood production and improve charcoal production techniques. N'[
L
Alcogas Prospects in Developing Countries
A more relevant World Bank publication is the paper, Alco-
hol Production from Biomass in the Developing Countries (1980).
The first half of the report discusses non-economic aspects such as
I
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the chemical properties and technological options of ethanol, while
the second half conducts an economic analysis of ethanol produc-
tion. In the latter context, countries are distinguished in terms of the
estimated capital costs of installing distilleries as against Brazilian
costs. Although the World Bank study reportedly received its data
base from a number of engineering firms, contractors, suppliers, and
consultants of interested proponents in the US, Africa, •Asia and
Latin America, it nevertheless relies heavily on data collected by the
Bank mission to Brazil.
In the study, the cost analysis of ethanol• production from dif-
ferent biomass materials such as molasses, sugarcane, cassava, and
corn is extended through simulation under different key assumptions.
Moreover, economic rates of return on ethanol production are esti-
mated using different wholesale gasoline prices and ex-distillery feed-
Stock costs. Despite its elaborate presentation, however, the Bank's
study is unclear as to its use of social costs and values or actual costs,
and it presents results without publishing basic data even in an annex
or appendix.
As for specific country studies, a confidential World Bank publi-
cation on Brazil (Report No. 3001 BR [1980]) reviews the country's
alcohol and biomass sector. This is quite significant since almost all
published studies on non-conventional energy sources reiterate that
the economic viability of a particular energy project would greatly
depend on the project's specific conditions. Brazil is the only
country in the world that has so far launched a large scale alcogas
program. As such, it is the only one with extensive experience in
alcogas production and distribution. Although Hammond (1917) and
Yand et al. (1979) provide an overview of the Brazilian experience,
the World Bank report is the only available publication that analyzes
the economics of the Brazilian alcogas program.
Using standard evaluationmethods, the study starts by estima-
ting benefits of the alcogas program in terms of the economic value
of the alcogas program using the economic value of imported petro-
leum products. The economic costs of producing biomass alcohol (of
about two thirds of total production costs), in turn, are determined
on the basis of the production costs of raw materials such as sugar-
cane juice or molasses. Accordingly, the amount and productivity of
agricultural land strongly influences the economic costs Qf raw mate-
rials. In sum, the relevant aspect of the Brazilian study in economic-
ally evaluating alcogas projects is its dominant use of shadow prices
for outputs and inputs.
The Philippine AlcogasProgram
While numerous studies on the Philippine alcogas program and
its projects have been conducted by interested proponents and
government institutes, only one restricted World Bank publication,
the Philippine Energy Sector Survey (Report No. 3199 PH [1982])
is available which provides insight into the economicsof the Philip-
pine alcogasprogram. The study devotesabout 46 pages(excluding
statistical annex) to alcogaswhile the rest of the paper deals with the
development of conventional energy forms such as coal, petroleum,
and hydroelectricity. The chapter on alcogas gives an insider's
knowledge of the program and contains confidential data usuallynot
available to local scholarsor researchers.It is so far the best available
document on the whole Philippine non-conventional energy program.
Unfortunately, however, it fails to consider the newly launched coco-
diesel program.
For purposes of this study, one important aspect of the Bank's
report is an evaluation of the economic feasibility and viability of the
Philippine government's targets. Essentially, the evaluation crucially
depends on the estimates of major agricultural and industrial costs.
The Bank mission, for instance, based sugarcanemolasses,and cassa-
va costs on either the higher of (1) their domestic marginal economic
costs of production or (2) their respectiveprices in world or export
markets. For the former, the Bank missionwas unable to get nation-
wide cost data on sugar, cassava,and molassesdespite its strong in-
fluence on Philippine authorities. The analysis of sugarcaneproduc-
tion costs, therefore, had to almost entirely be based on sugarcost
data obtained from a "large, well-managed sugarmill in Negros Oc-
cidental" (presumably that of Victorias Sugar Mill). In effect, the
Bank missionmerely usesone mill location's specific data to evaluate
the country's national alcogasprogram. With respect to world sugar
prices, in turn, it assumes projected world prices for 1980-94 de-
rived from the Bank's world sugarmodel which was adjusted for the
effects of sugarsupply beingdiverted to the alcogasprogram.
On the industrial aspect, the analysiscenters on installed capacity
capital costs,which incidentally constitute the biggestindustrial cost
component. Again, in spite of the World Bank's global connections,
the missioncould hardly obtain accurate price quotations for distil-
lery equipment and machineries.As stated, most of the reported cost
figures were roughly derived from foreign suppliers and Brazilian
quotations. With such cost estimates, the, Study derives its "base
case" produ_ti.oq_costs for the threedistillery models being envi-
.s,io.n, dfor i "
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Economic rates of return and net present values for the three dis-
tillery models are estimated in the study using, among others, the fol-
lowing key assumptions: (a) $2-21/ton sugarcane millgate prices in
1980-84 and $16/ton in 1985-95; (2) $32/bbl. crude oil price in
1980 rising at 3 percent per annum thereafter; and (3) 165 days/
year of distillery operation. Alternative scenarios are then simulated
and resulting rates of return compared. Assumed changes include
(1) a 25 percent change in sugarcane prices; (:2) a 5 percent per
annum increase in the real price of crude oil from 1980-85; (3) a 10
percent change in distillery operating costs; (4) an increase to 180
days/year of distillery operation; and (5) a delay of distillery invest-
ments until later years (1981-1984). Results of the Bank's study
show that anhydrous alcohol production under "base case" assump-
tions is not economically viable and the rates of return approach
only 10 percent per annum under favorable scenarios. No scenarios,
moreover, resulted in an economic rate of return greater than 12
percent.
Perhaps because of these unsatisfactory findings, the Bank mis-
sion proceeded to employ the domestic resource cost (DRC) coeffi-
cient which is a more elaborate comparative indicator commonly
used to evaluate tradable projects. Use of the DRC, nevertheless,
supports the initial findings that alcogas production under the "base
case" and alternative scenarios is not economically viable. Without
giving much attention to the shadow price adjustment and other as-
sumptions, the World Bank paper estimates that the DRC of an-
hydrous ethanol production may be 15-20 percent higher than the
cost of importing oil and refining an equivalent volume of gasoline.
On the whole, it seems that the World Bank paper has bgen in-
fluentially important asindicated by succeeding government decisions
on the alcogas program. More specifically, the report may have
supported the cabinet decision to freeze alcogas projects. Yet a closer
review of the Bank's mission report would reveal that their conclu-
sions are derived mainly on the basis of a highly restricted and ques-
tionable data base and analysis. Clearly, further study would have to
be undertaken to more accurately assessthe program in view of the
country's technological and resource alternatives and price prospects.
Evaluation Methodsand Data Sources
This section presents_,ithemethods used and data sources in the
economic evaluation of th_ Philippine alcogas and cocodiesel pro-
grams. The first section briefly deals with standard methods of esti-
mating economic rates of return and domestic resource cost coeffi-
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cients. It also presentsalternative assumptions adopted in the "base"
and simulation cases.The next section elaborateson the data sources
at the project-specific and industrial levels. The chapter ends with a
note on the shadow prices of important production factors.
Economic Rate of Return and Domestic ResourceCosts
The non-conventional transport fuel programs are evaluated in
terms of rate of return and domestic resource costs instead of in
terms of multi-objective socioeconomic variables. This approach
presumes that the end goal of any economic activity is to increase
output or reduce costs. Thus, while such aspects as employment
generation, rural development, and energy self-sufficiency are un-
deniably important, it is argued that, other things being equal, great-
er rates of return or lesser social costs would imply higher gross
national products and hence, improved economic welfare. Among
the various techniques presented in the literature on project apprai-
sals,this study adopts the concept and measureof economic rate of
return (EROR) and the domestic resource cost (DRC) coefficient,
respectively, to determine the social attractiveness and cost effective-
ness of the alcogas and cocodiesel programs. These techniques are
standardized in such manuals as the OECD (1969), UNIDO (1972),
NEDA (1978), and evaluation studies such as Pearson et al. (1976).
The EROR is simply the rate of return to investment viewed
from the social standpoint. It measures the social economic profit
and is also referred to as the national rate of return in several project
evaluation manuals. The DRC coeffi.cient, in turn, measuresthe com-
parative advantage or cost competitiveness of tradable activities espe-
cially in an economy with a distorted foreign exchange market.
In equation form, the two indicators, stated for activity j, are as
follows:
(_aij Pi -- _fsiVs-- Mj Vfx + Ei) -- _kii
ERORi = _ k_i
_fsivs + Ei
DRCj = (Uii -- Mi - Ri) Vf×
where: aij iS the quantity of output i produced by activity j; Pi is the
shadow price of output i; fsi iSthe quantity of primary inputs used in
i production; vs is the shadowprice of input s; Mi isthe total value of
tradable inputs in j (in foreign currency); Vfx isthe shadow exchange
rate: Ei is the external costs or benefits (negative), imparted to the
rest of the economy due to i; k_i is the :investment to produce iin
r9
activity j; U_ is the total value in world prices of all outputs i in j
(expressed in foreign currency); and Rj is the total value of repatria-
ted earnings offoreign owned production factors employed in
activity j.1
In bothequations, shadow prices of outputs and inputs are need-
ed to estimate the respective indicators, not to mention the compo-
nents of taxes, external costs, and repatriated earnings. Since the
alcogas and cocodiesel projects are to be registered with the Board of
Investments to avail of the package of fiscal and other incentives, the
estimated private costs would already exclude certain taxes and other
transfers. Moreover, while the above equations include externalities,
this study makes no adjustments for linkage and other external
effects because first, such effects are presumably embodied in the
selected shadow prices; second, the alcogas and cocodiesel projects
have very little expected side effects to non-users or third parties;
and third, most of their expected outputs and inputs are marketable
items.
In estimating the shadow prices of project outputs, this study,
like the World Bank reports, uses the projected prices of conven-
tional transport fuels (gasoline and diesel) at ex-refinery. Similarly,
as in the World Bank study, the shadow prices of the feedstock, raw
material depend on whichever is higher of (1) their domestic mar-
ginal economic cost of production, or (2) their world or export
prices, adjusted for quality and price changes due to the project
effects on supply and demand for the respective raw materials.
Unlike the World Bank studies, however, this paper estimates the
social costs of the other major inputs namely capital, labor, inter-
mediate inputs, and foreign exchange. Moreover, as much as possible,
production costs are separated into their agricultural and industrial
components. Finally., given certain estimated parameters, this study
develops alternative scenarios for simulation and compares respective
rates of return and domestic cost coefficients. The effects of diffe-
rent assumptions concerning selected key variables such as projected
prices of crude oil vis-&-vis sugarcane juice, molasses, or coconut oil
export prices are compared.
1. These formulas, though basically static in appearance, are sufficiently
general to incorporate the case of a multi-period dynamic framework. For this,
it would have to be assumed that streams of benefits and costs are discounted
at an appropriate social discount rate to allow for comparability at a specified
point in time. For expositional clarity, time was not introduced into the for-
mula although in actual estimation net profit and investment cost streams are
discounted atan assumedsocial discount rate of 10 percent.
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Data Sources
This study relies on primary and secondary, published or un-
published, data sources. Private "base case" variables and parameters
will depend mostly on primary unpublished data while assumed key
social parameters will be drawn from secondary published sources.
Some better known studies would also be looked into for data or
indicators not usually presented in statistical publications. In parti-
cular, these include shadow price indices and price projections. As
much as possible, all information sources used in this study will be
acknowledged except those that have requested confidentiality.
Specific feedstock prices for sugar, molasses, and alcohol can be
obtained from the Philippine Sugar Commission (Philsucom). Simi-
larly, the Philippine Coconut Authority (PCA) could provide copra
price data as it has been monitoring coconut prices in the local and
export markets. For alternative sources, the annual Philippine Sugar
Handbook and the Philippine Sugar Association (PSA) can be re-
ferred to for updated statistics and projections on the price behavior
of sugar and its by-products. Likewise, coconut product prices can be
obtained from the Philippine Coconut Yearbook and the United
Coconut Association of the Philippines (UCAP). Petroleum prices,
on the other hand, can be procured from the Ministry of Energy
(MOE) as it has a regular statistical series not only on time-series
domestic but also world prices. In addition, commodity price statis-
tics are also reported in the publications of international organiza-
tions such as the World Bank, United Nations, Dow Jones Corpora-
tion, and Merryl Lynch and Company.
Private industrial production cost data are restrictively available
from local sources such as project feasibility studies. On the alcogas
projects, there are 9 private proponents that have submitted their
proposals to the Philippine government agencies directly involved in
alcogas projects. The evaluation of alcogas heavily consults several
feasibility studies submitted by private proponents. Among the im-
portant studies consulted are the following:
1) Japan International Cooperation Agency. Feasibility Study
Report on Alcogas Project in Maragondon, Cavite, The Republic of
the Philippines (Tokyo: JICA, 1982).
2) Ifagraria, S.p.a. Feasibility Study for a Fuel Alcohol Farm
and Distillery in the Province of Bahai (Rome: Ifagraria S.p.a.,
1981).
3) Technical Research Centre of Finland. A Techno.Econornic
Study on Production of Ethanol From Cellulosic Materials in the
.Philippines (Vienna: U N:ID_O,.1983),
:, Ill
4) V_est-Alpine AG. Feasibility Study of Philippine Power
Alcohol Program (Austria: V_est-Alpine AG, 1978).
On the cocodiesel project, however, it is unfortunate to say that
there are no coconut oil mills seriously interested in the program
under the present set-up. Since the Philippines is the first coconut
producing country to envision such a program, data are not available
elsewhere. Nevertheless, industry data will be used to evaluate the
cocodiesel program unless the MOE or PCA provides some project
specific figures.
The analysis of alcogas on a national or regional level will make
extensive use of industry statistics. Unlike in the World Bank alcogas
study, sugarcane production costs in selected sugar districts will be
extrapolated from the Philsucom field survey conducted for crop-
year 19"/6-77.
Given the production cost structures, social valuations would be
made on the basis of shadow price estimates derived for highly dis-
torted production factors. Several in-depth st.udies related to the
issue of factor market distortions exist. This study, like aforemen-
tioned ones limit social cost adjustments to the distorted prices of
major inputs such as capital, labor, and foreign exchange. Agro-
based production costs, moreover, would be socially valued vis-,_-vis
the estimated social values of land and other intermediate inputs
such as fertilizer, insecticide, and machinery, as is done in some agri-
cultural sector studies. For the projected time-series components,
however, the same shadow prices or some allowable ranges for such
inputs will be used unless it is highly probable that different indices
will be necessary to reflect future conditions.
With regard to the all-important social discount rate, the litera-
ture's estimates range from 10 to 12 percent (see Manala_/say in
Bautista and Power, 1979). To guide policymakers, the NEDA 1978
manual for project appraisal set it at 17 percent equivalent to the
marginal productivity of capital in Manalaysay. The social discount
rate used is 10 percent and 17 percent as marginal productivity of
capital. It must be recognized, however, that the use of a national
social discount rate assumes that capital is mobile within the
country such that the capital market, whether distorted or not, is
not regionally fragmented. So, unless evidence indicates significant
regional fragmentation, this study would adopt the national social
discount rate of 10 percent for each project.
With respect to wages, the literature on labor markets suggests
not only lower industrial shadow wages (ILO 1974, Medalla in Bau-
tista, Power and Associates 1979) but with regional differentials
(Alonzo 1974). Based on the estimates of these studies, the shadow
12
wage rates would be updated to reflect project scenarios and also the
realities of the regional labor markets. Finally, the estimates of
shadow exchange rates from earlier studies (Baldwin 1975, Bautista,
Power, and Associates 1979) would also be revised to incorporate
recent trends in trade and international payments.
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Chapter 3
ENERGY CONSUMPTION IN THE TRANSPORT SECTOR
The transport sector has always been one of the major consumers
of petroleum-based commercial fuels. As such, large savings in petro-
leum supplies are envisioned through the substitution of conven-
tional fuels with such biomass fuels as alcogas and cocodiesel. Thus, a
discussion of the transport sector is in order since this sector is envi-
sioned to become the largest market for alcogasand cocodiesel.
The first section presents an overview of energy consumption
among the major fuel consuming sectors in the Philippines, the more
significant discussion being centered on energy consumption in the
transport sector. The other section describes the profile of road
motor vehicles in the country because alcogas and Cocodiesel fuels
are initially intended almost entirely for land motor vehicles. Lastly,
alcohol and coconut oil are discussed as transport fuel source alter-
natives.
Transport Energy Consumption
Table 3.1 summarizes commercial energy consumption by major
sector during selected years before and after the 1973-74 crisis. Be-
fore the 1973-74 petroleum price hikes, the transport sector con-
sumed over half of total commercial energy. After the 1973 oil price
increase, the transport sector experienced a sharp decline in its
energy consumption share, reaching 29 percent in 1978. In cgntrast ,
the industry sector's share rose steadily from about 34 to 49 percent
during the 1970s. Likewise, household consumption's share doubled
to 14 percent and that of other sectors remarkably expanded from
nearly 1 to 9 percent during the last decade. In absolute terms, total
commercial energy consumption rose from 3.9 million to 14.9
million toe while transport sector consumption slowly increased
from 2.3 million to4.3 million toe in 1965 to 1978.
The 8.4 percent growth rate of consumption in the transport
sector registered before the energy crisis sharply declined to 1.3 per-
cent per annum (p.a.) in 1973-78. The total commercial energy con-
sumption growth of 9.6 percent p.a. in 1965-73 deciined to 4.8 per-
cent p.a. in 1973-78 whereas the gross domestic product growth of
5.5 percent p.a. in 1965-73 mildly increased to 6.1 percent from
1973-78. It is clear from these figures that the transport sector had
become more energy efficient during the 1973-78 period compared
Table3.1
SECTORALCOMMERCIALENERGYCONSUMPTION,1965-78
(In thousandtonsof oilequivalent,numbersinparenlhesis
arepercentageshares)
MajorSectors 1965 1970 1972 1973 1978
Industry 1,242 2,056 2,409 5,100 7,258
(32.0) (33.7) (35.2) (44.1) (48.8)
Transport 2,329 3,556 3,890 4,036 4,297
(60.0) (58.3) (56.8) (34.9) (28.9)
Household 267 413 463 ] ,549 2,042
(6.9) (6.8) (6.8) (13.4) (13.7)
Others 45 75 86 873 1,278
(i .2) (I .2) (I .2) (7.6) (8.6)
Total Commercial 3,883 6,100 6,848 11,558 14,875
EnergyConsumption (I00.0) (I00.0) (100.0) (100.0) (100.0)
Source:AsianDevelopmentBank,Regiona! EnergySurvey,September,
1980.
to the rest of the economy. At any rate, the transport sector has
been the most fuel-intensive sector of the economyand thus higher
fuel prices can be speculated to have had a greater adverse impact on
this sector relative to other sectors. It is estimated that in 1978, _he
transport sector used 4.07 toe to produce $1,000 value-added com-
. . :.
pared to the: .6 toe Of energy used on the averag e in all sectors to
produce .the Same amount of value-added.
Aside from the reduction in its consumption growth, the trans-
port sector has noticeably:changed its fuel consumption mix. Table
3:2 summarizes.transport fuel:consumption by major fuel type for
Selected years during l_he 1965-79 period. In 1965, gasol.ine comprised
about 55 percent of the total transport fuel consumed while diesel
made up a mere 38 percent. These shares were then recorded at5_2
)ercent and 41 percent, respectively, in 1973. Finally, in 1979, diesel
consumption's share • of almost 50 percent had already • surpassed
gasoline's share of 43 percent.
These remarkable changes in the composition of transport fuel
can be explained byl the significantly higher increases in the retail
prices of gasoline products vis-,_-vis diesel, especially during the
periOd, following • the 197.374:price hikes. Moreover, energy effi-
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Table 3.2
TRANSPORT FUELS BY SOURCES,
1965-79
(In thousandbarrels,numbersin parenthesisare
percentagesharesto total fuels)
1965 1970 1972 1973 1979
Motor Gasoline 10,168 15,047 15,849 16,462 14,454
(55:4) (54.2) (52.8) (52.4) (42.3)
Aviation Gasoline 319 104 118 158 111
(1.7) (0.03) (0.4) (0.5) (0.3)
Jet Fuel 900 1,867 2,050 2,035 2,664
(4.9) (6.7) (6.4) (6.4) (7.8)
Gas/DieselOil 6,976 10,749 11,984 12,753 16,972
(38.0) (38.7) (37.4) (40.6) (49.8)
Total Fuel 18,363 27,767 30,001 31,407 34,201
(100.0) (100.0) (100.0) (100.0) (100.0)
Source: Asian Development Bank, Regional Energy Survey, September,
1980.
ciency in terms of ton-kilometers per liter for diesel engine vehicles
has been established to be 30 percent higher than gasoline-driven
ones. Then, more diesel-than gasoline-engine vehicles were registered
in the 1970s and the diesel-powered vehicles were reportedly used
more frequently for longer distances.
Road Motor Vehicles
While railways, water vessels, and air carriers consume a share of
the total transport fuels, this share is small compared to the fuels
used in road transport. Accordingly, alcogas and cocodiesel are
primarily envisioned as road motor vehicle fuel substitutes. Table 3.3
presents the number of motor vehicles registered for selected years
from 1965-80. The total number of registered motor vehicles steadily
rose from 273 thousand in 1965 to over one million in 1980. While
almost all types of vehicles increased in number, shifts in the compo-
sition of vehicles occurred over the years. In 1972, private passenger
vehicles accounted for about 48 percent of the total vehicles in the
country. By 1980, they accounted for a much smaller share of 38
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Table 3.3
MOTOR VEHICLES REGISTERED ACCORDING TO USE,1965-80
(Numbers in parenthesisare percentageshares)
Type of Vehicles 1965 1970 1972 1973 1979 1980
Private Passenger 127,586 243,795 316,498 296,480 447,232 424,358
(48.I) (40.3) (41.8) (38.2)
Public Utility 49,861 65,982 45,536 87,308 56,830 ] 16,16t
(6.9) (11.9) (5.8) (10.4)
Service Vehicles 89,120 132,039 136,557 176,155 280,897 282,957
(20.8) (24.0) (25.7) (25.4)
Government Vehicles 6,165 14,498 17,676 9,242 24,664 17,162
(2.7) (1.26) (2.3"1) (1.54)
Trailers N.A. N.A. 14,070 13,789 19,570 15,688
(2.] 4) (1.87) (1.83) (1.41)
Motorcycles N.A. N.A. 127,460 150,155 224,853 236,472
(19.4) (20.4) (21.0) (21.3)
Others 471 1,973 274 2,162 15,093 ] 8,655
(0.04) (0.29) (1.41) (1.68)
Total Vehicles 273,203 458,287 658,071 735,241 1,069,139 1,111,433
(100.00) (100.00) (100.00) (100.00)
Source: NEDA t982 Philippine Statistical Yearbook.
percent. Similarly, the share of government vehicles have declined
from 2.7 percent in 1972 to 1.5 percent in 1980. Public utility and
service vehicles, in turn, increased their sharesduring the same period
from 6.9 percentto 10.4 percent and from 21 percent to 25 per-
cent, respectively. Motorcycles, the third largest group in unit terms,
likewise recorded an increase in its share from 19 to 21 percent
during 1972-80.
To assesscross sectional trends in the motor vehicle transport
sector, Table 3.4 presents a regional breakdown of motor vehicles in
1981 according to type of fuel used. As expected, Metro Manila,
though occupying less than i percent of the country's land area, had
the greatest number of motor vehicles, accounting for around 44 per-
cent of the total reported 991 thousand units. 2 The remaining motor
vehicles are unevenly scattered throughout the country, with Central
Luzon registering 12.4 percent of the country's total while Southern
Tagalog registering the third, 8.6 percent. Western and Central Visa-
yas registered 5.6 percent and 5.5 percent, respectively, while the
llocos region accounts for 5.2 percent. The rest of the regions record
shares ranging from 4.9 percent (Southern Mindanao) to 1.6 per-
cent (Eastern Visayas). In all, around 75 percent of the country's'
motor vehicles are in Luzon while the 12 percent are in Mindanao ,
and the remaining 13 percent are in the Visayas.
By type of fuel use, Table 3.4 displays regional breakdown for
gasoline-driven and diesel-driven vehicles. In 1981, about 78 percent
Of the nation's motor vehicles were run on gasoline while only 22
percent used diesel as fuel. Regionally, relatively high percentages of
diesel motor vehicles were observed in Southern Tagalog (39 per-
cent), Cagayan (35 percent) and Eastern Visayas (32 percent) while
lower shares were reported for Central Visayas (11 percent), Western
Mindanao (12 percent), and Southern Mindanao (15 percent). In
Metro Manila, diesel powered vehicles represented 19 percent.
Unfortunately, data on the regional distribution of motor vehicles
cannot be used to directly derive regional transport fuel consump-
tion levels. This is because several factors in addition to the stock of
vehicles determine the consumption flow. These include, among
others, the general vehicular energy efficiency and usageby region,
as well as regional road quality, per capita income, income distribu-
tion, and population density. Significantly, in many cases, motor
vehicles, particularly the provincial public utilities, travel across
2. Actually the total numberof registeredmotor vehiclesin 1981 was
1,006,030,some thousandvehiclesare not classifiedin terms of gasolineor
diesel-drivenunits.
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Table 3.4
REGIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF REGISTERED MOTOR VEHICLES
ACCORDING TO FUEL TYPES, 1981
Regional Gasoline Diesel
Region Total Distribution Driven % Driven %
Ilocos 52,089 5.2 39,856 76 12,233 24
CagayanValley 22,202 2.2 14,511 65 7,691 35
CentralLuzon 123,303 12.4 93,339 76 29,964 24
SouthernTagatog 85,398 8.6 52,484 61 33,114 39
Bicol 2t ,039 2.1 15,461 74 5,578 26
WesternVisayas 55,131 5.6 42,228 77 12,903 23
Central Visayas 54,653 5.5 48,805 89 5,848 11
EasternVisayas 15,670 1.6 10,697 69 4,973 32
Western Mindanao 19,647 2.0 17,204 88 2,443 12
Northern Mindanao 34,715 3.5 27,820 80 6,895 20
Southern Mindanao 48,889 4.9 4I ,364 85 7,525 15
Central Mindanao 17,470 1.8 13,921 80 3,549 20
Metro Manila Area 439,386 44.3 354,409 81 84,977 19
Philippines 990,742 100.0 773,049 78 217,693 22
Source: NEDA 1982 Philippine Statistical Yearbook.
regionalboundariessothattheirfuelconsumptionscannotbeeasily
assignedto theirrespectiveplacesof registration.
Nevertheless,the regionaldistributiondataon motorvehicles
maybecomeusefulinconsideringlocationsfor thealcogasandcoco-
dieselprojects.Whilethefuelproductionprojectsareconsideredraw
materialsratherthan marketoriented,their respectivefeasibility
in someregionsmaygreatlydependon thesizeandcomposition
of the regionalroadtransportsector.Hence,suchdetailedregional
breakdownsof thesectormaybecomeusefulin discoveringviable
projectlocations.Moreover,theycanbeusedto determinethenum-
berof vehiclesthat mayneedengine/componentmodificationsfor
the differentfuel mixes.In sum,theregionaltransportprofilemay
serveasan importantinformationsupplementto theplanningand
implementationof thealcogasandcocodieselprograms.
AlcoholandCoconutOil asTransportFuelSourceAlternatives
Alcohol and coconutoil are the two majornon-conventional
energysourcesin thePhilippinesviewedasimmediatemotorvehicle
fuelsubstitutesor supplementso gasolineanddiesel.Asfarbackas
the mid-1920s,hydrousalcoholhad alreadybeenusedto power
tractorsin thesugarindustry.It had,moreover,beenusedasanim-
portantliquid fuel duringWorld War II. Whilerecentexperience
regardingtheactualuseof hydrousandanhydrousalcoholsin the
transportsectoris limited,experimentsandroadtestsindicatethat
the useof suchmaterialsin internalcombustiongasoline nginesis
technicallyfeasibleandin factpromising.
Table3.5comparestheproposedalcoholandcoconutoil straight
fuel andfuel blendalternativesunderthenon-conventionalenergy
programwithregulargasolineanddieselfuels.As isevident,theprin-
cipalpropertiesaffectingcombustionefficiency(suchasmaximum
allowableenginecompressionratio, calorific value,auto-ignition
temperature,andoctanerating)amongthegasolinealternativesare
differentfromthatof regulargasoline.
Normally,a sparkignition"otto cycle" gasoline(SIG) engine
utilizinggasolineof researchoctanenumbers(RON) rangingfrom
87 to 90 wouldhaveanaveragecompressionratio(CR) of around
7-8 to 1. Overallengineperformanceandfuel efficiencyfor this
sameenginecanbesubstantiallyimprovedby increasingthecom-
pressionratio to 12-15to 1. This designchange,however,would
requirea muchhigheroctanefuel (about96 to 98 RON) to avoid
unevencombustionor "pinging"in theengine'scylinder.Gasoline's
octanerating,for one,canonlybeboostedup to 3 to 5 pointsand
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Table3.5 .
COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVE TRANSPORT FUELS
HydrousEthanol Alcogas(Anhy- Ethanolas Crude
Gasoline (94%Pure)as drousEthanol- Diesel
DieselDual
Coconut
Cocodiesel
GasolineSub- Gasolineblend Fuel or Blend
Oil (30%Blend)stitute up to 20%) (up to 20%)
Required Internalcombus- "Normal" SIG "Normal" SIG Internalcombus- "Normal" rID "Normal" riD "Normal" riD
Enginetype tionsparkigni- engineswith fol- engines;modifica- tion compression engines engineswith engines
andModifi- tion "otto cycle" lowingmodifica- tionsnot necessary ignition"diesel greaterinjection
cation gasoline(SIG) tions: exceptperhaps cycle" diesel advancefor
engineswith a) modifiedcylin- modifiedcylinder (CID) engines optimumthermal
averagecompres- derheadsand headsandcarbu- withCR of efficiency
sionratios(CR) carburetorto raise retorto raiseCR around15-20.
N of 6.5-8.5 CRto12-14 to 12-15to 1 for...
b) additionalsmall greaterfuel effi-
gasolinetankto ciency.
reducedelaysdue
to coldstart
c) anti-corrosive
paintin carburetor,
exhaust,andintake
manifold
Combustion
Efficiency
Properties:
- Calorific
value(BTU/1) 30,569 20,041 28,463 36,313 20,041 32,323 35,116
- Auto-ignition
temperature
CC) 257 423 300-350 423
Table3.5(continued)
HydrousEthanol Alcogas(Anhy- Ethanolas Crude
Gasoline (94%Pure)as
drousEthanol- Diesel
DieselDual
Coconut
Cocodiesel
GasolineSub- Gasolineblend FuelorBlend Oil (30%Blend)
stitute upto20%) (upto 20%)
- OctaneRating
Research 94for87RON
OctaneNo. 79-98 106-111 gasoline - 106-111
Motor 81for73NON
OctaneNo 71-90 89-100 gasoline - 89-100
- Cetane 0-5;minof
Number 5-10 0-5 5-10 45-58 45inblend 50 38
RelativeFuel 1.18-1.20x that Sameasthatof 1.6-1.8x that 1.20x that 1.07x that
N
Economy of gasolineusedin gasolinewhenused of dieselwhen of diesel of dieselN
(Specific 7.8to1CR engines in7-8to 1CR blendedupto
Consumption): engines;fueleffi- 5%.
ciencyimprovedin
12-15CR engines.
OtherFuel - Insolublein - Infinitelyinsoluble- Fuelishighlysen- - Insolublein - Poorcombus- - Oilsolidifies - Oil compo-
Characteristics:water inwater sitiveto moisture water tibility;re- incoldtern- nentsolidi-
- Completely - Corrosiveonzinc combination - Completely quiresignition peratures tv incold
misciblewith andaluminum - Blendofanhydrous misciblewith additivewhen temperatures
anhydrous automobilepaves alcoholwithgaso- anhydrous usedasdualfuel
alcohol - Fuelisadversely lineboostsfuel alcoholand - Lowmiscibility
affectedby low octanenumber coconutoil withdieseloils
ambienttempera- eliminatingthe inthepresence
turewater necessaryenviron- of moisture
mentallyharmful
---- leadadditives.
only through the useof harmful lead additivessuch as tetra-ethyl
lead in concentrationsof .60 to .85 grams/literof premiumgasoline.
Becauseof its higheroctanenumber,ethanol,when usedin alcogas
up to a 20 percentblend would automaticallyincreasethe octane
numberof the blend without the needfor suchadditives.A 20 per-
cent blend of 110 RON ethanolwith 87 RON gasoline,for instance,
would increasethe gasoline'sRON to 94. This ability to increase
octane number addsvalue to the ethanol becauseit permitsa less
,costly basestock to be usedfor blendinginto alcogasof an octane
numberequivalentto leadedpremiumgasoline.
In general,existing SIG engineswith CRs of 7-8 to 1 do not
requireany modificationswhen run on alcogasof up to 20 percent
ethanol in blend. Road tests, moreover,reveal that mileageper-
formanceand fuel economyfor suchenginesareequalfor both alco-
gas and gasoline. Fuel economy with alcogasin 12-15 to 1 CR
engines,in turn, is improvedover that of gasolinein 7-8 to 1 CR
engines.Moreover,the blendingof alcohol with fuel displaysa posi-
tive volume changeon mixing at alcohol levelsbelow 16 percent
(maximumexpandof .55 percentfor 12.5percentethanolblend).
In contrast, the combustion efficiency propertiesof straight
hydrous ethanol are so significantlydifferent from that of gasoline
that use of hydrous ethanol as gasolinesubstitute would require
modifications in the engine'sdesign. These include: (a) modified
cylinder headsand carburetor to raiseC Rs to 12-14 to 1 to take
advantageof the fuel's higheroctanerating; (b) anti~corrosivepaint
in the carburetor,exhaustand intakemanifold;and (c) anadditional
smallgasolinetank, to start the enginein cold temperaturesin view
of the fuel's poor volabilityandhighrequiredauto-ignitiontempera-
ture. Basedon road testsin Brazil, fuel economyof straightethanol
used in 11-12CR enginesis estimatedto be 83-85 percent that
of gasolineused in 7-7.5 CR engines.Expressedalternatively,the
relativespecific consumption of straightethanol is 1.8-1.20times
that of gasoline.
Unlike its useas a gasolinesubstitute,ethanolas astraightsubs-
tituteto dieselis unsuitablefor existingdieselengines.Thisissobe-
causeof its very poor ability to auto-igniteandcombustuniformly
under conditions of pressuresand temperaturesdevelopedin these
engines.This poor ignitionchara~teristics reflected in ethanolis
low cetane number of 0-5 compared to diesel's45-55. Blending
with diesel up to 5 percent,however,is possibleat the expenseof
fuel economy (specific consumption of 1.6-1.8 x that of regular
diesel). Results of experimentalwork on hydrous alcohol as dual
fuel with dieselin the Philippines,in turn, revealthat when usedin
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dualfuel operationof theengine,alcoholdilutedwith30-40percent
water to suppressengineknock can successfullydisplacearound
30-50percentof thedieseldependingontrafficconditions.
Withregardto coconutoil, its miscibility,orabilityto bemixed
in any proportionto form an even,homogenousubstance,with
dieselfuel was evaluatedat variousblendingratiosfrom which
physio-chemicalpropertieswere obtainedto predictfuel perfor-
mancewhenusedin dieselengines.Althoughany proportionof
coconutoil anddieselfuel wasfoundpossible,laboratoryexperi-
mentsindicatethat a 10-90percentcoconutoil blendin diesel
fuel hardlyaffectsthe blend'scriticalfuel properties,low tempe-
raturecharacteristics,volatility,corrosivlty,andheatingvalue.
Figure3.1 comparesthetestedfuelpropertiesof cocodiesel(at
the recommended30-70percentblend)to thatof crudecoconut
oil, dieseloil, andJIS (JapanStandard)gasoil. Thekinematicvisco~
sity at 30°Cof crudecoconutoil is veryhighat 40.5cSt vis-a-vis
4.5 cSt for dieseland 3.4 cSt for JIS gasoil. At the 30 percent
coconutoil blend,on the otherhand,the kinematicviscosityap-
proachesthe maximumtolerablelimit of 8.0 cSt. Moreover,the
cloudandpourpoint3temperaturesof thecocodieselmixapproach
the maximumlimitsof BoC and5°C, respectively.Whileits high
cetaneindex(50)andcalorificvalue(10,400Kcal/kg)iscloseto that
of dieseloil. Unfortunately,however,the 30-70percentcoconut
oil-dieselfuel mix, was found to yield somequalitydislocations,
especiallyin termsof low temperatureproperties.The coco-oil
componentsuchas paraffin,for instance,partlysolidifiedin cold
weather,resultingin fuel filter pluggingproblemsandotherengine
operatingdifficultieslikepowerloss,poorstartabilityandoccasional
stalling.
Giventheseexperimentalproperties,a seriesof roadtestsfrom
1977to 1978to determinetheperformanceof crudecoconutoil as
alternativefuel in jeepneydieselenginesfoundthattheaveragefuel
efficiencyof coconutoil was83 percenthatof regulardiesel(i.e.
specificconsumptionwas1.20x diesel).Moreover,useof crudeoil
as fuel without enginemodificationswasfoundto be technically
feasiblealthoughdifficultieswith cold startpersisted uringcold
weatherdueto thecloggingof solidifiedcoconutoil in thefuelfilter.
Fleet testson the suggestedcoco-dieselfuel blendof 30 percent
revealeda fuel efficiencycloseto thatof dieselat a specificcon-
sumptionrateof 1.07x thatof regulardiesel.
3. Cloudpoint indicatestheservicetemperatureat whichprecipitation
mayoccurandpourpointis a guideto thelowesttemperatureatwhichthe
fuelcanbepumpedthroughthesystem.
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Figure 3.1
FUEL PROPERTIES - (1) DENSITY, K. VISCOSITY, ETC.
30% 100% Philippine JIS GasOil
CocoDiesel CocoOil DieselOil Grade2
Density 15/4 °C 0.866 0.923 0.841 0.831
Kinematic Viscosity
at 30°C cSt 8.0 40.5 4.5 3.4
Cloud Point °C +13 +17 +12.5 -8
Pour Point °C + 5 +15 - 2.5 -12.5
Sulfur Content wt % 0.64 0 0.92 0.45
Cetane Index 50 38 58 60
kcal
HeatingValue--- 10,400 9,200 10,900 11,000
kg
Water Content Max.
Vol. % 0.07 0.3 0.006 0.006
cSt
40 - "" KinematicViscosiLy
LOWTEMPERATURE PERFORMANCE 20
°C
+20 _ [ cloudpoint 15 tT
' I
1 ,.
_ pour point 10 s
+10- _ i 9 [ii
8-
7-
o ; i 6, ,II
I s,
-10 t - • •
oio..,-i ', 4. I I
GasOil 100 70 50 0 DieselOil 100 70 50 0
CocoOil 0 30 50 100 CocoOil 0 30 50 100
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Chapter 4
EVALUATION OF THE PHILIPPINE ALCOGAS PROGRAM
Program Overview
The Philippine Fuel Alcohol Program was formally launched in
late 1979 by an inter-agency Presidential Alcohol Committee headed
by the Minister of Energy. Initially, the program intended to prima-
rily promote consumer acceptance of a maximum 20-80 percent
anhydrous ethanol (99.5 percent pure) -- gasoline blend for auto-
mobile engines, then to expand ethanol use as an industrial "ethy-
lene" feedstock and in pure alcohol engines as the program progresses.
Substantial changes in thrusts and targets, however, have taken
place since program inception. Despite this, the Philippine Alcogas
Program's guiding objective remains primarily to sizably displace
imported petroleum fuels with an indigenous renewable energy alter-
native that is rural-based in order to generate job opportunities and
other beneficial effects for the rural sector.
Implementation of the alcogas program has been organized under
the Philippine National Alcohol Commission (PNAC). The Commis-
sion, established in early 1980, is tasked to provide the overall
management and supervision of the program. It is chaired by the
Minister of Energy, with the Chairman of Philsucom, the Ministers of
Agriculture, Industry, Finance, and Natural Resources, and private-
sector representatives as members. While the private sector is expected
to provide the bulk of the investment and managerial resources,
PNAC is in charge of outlining the program's targets and policy
directions.
Targets and Resource Requirements
Originally, the alcogas program was targetted to yield 22M liters
of ethanol during its first year of implementation, escalating to
around 925M liters by 1988 (Table 4.1). A 20 percent ratio of alco-
hol production to gasoline demand was to be attained by 1986, after
which use of increases in ethanol output would be diversified into
chemical feedstock, probable diesel additive, and pure automotive
fuel in specially designed alcohol engines. For this, 47 distillery com-
plexes (12 with capacities of 120 thousand liters (KI) per day or
more) were expected to be fully operational by 1988, requiring a
total of around _6.5B of investment and some 260,000 hectares of
_6
Table4.1
THE PHILIPPINE ALCOGAS PROGRAM - ORIGINAL
TARGETS AND RESOURCE REQUIREMENT PROJECTIONS
1980 - 1988
Total Anhydrous Total Gasoline1 Ratio.of Alcohol Required
Year AlcoholProduct Demand Product to Total Model I
(Mf_s) (Mltrs) GasolineDemand (Units) (Mitts)
1980 22 2,505 0.9 2 22
._ 1981 55 2,571 2.1 4 44
1982 144 2,640 5.5 6 66
1983 244 2,718 9.0 8 88
1984 400 2,802 14.3 10 110
1985 545 2,886 18.9 10 110
1986 680 2,973 23.2 10 t10
1987 835 3,068 27.2 10 110
1988 925 3,170 29.2 10 110
Table 4.1 (Continued)
DistilleryCapacities2 Required3 Land ResourceRequirement4
Year Mode! I! Model III Investment Sugarcane Cassava Total
(Units) (Mltrs) (Units) (Mltrs) (1_ M) (Has) (Has) (Has)
1980 .... 150 5,030 1 222 6,2.52
1981 -- - I 11 347 12,574 3 055 15,629
1982 1 45 3 33 467 32,918 7 999 40,917
1983 2 90 6 66 585 55,776 13 554 69,330
1984 4 180 10 110 1,015 91,434 22 220 113,654
1985 6 270 15 165 1,074 • 124,576 30 275 154,851
1986 8 360 20 220 1,181 157,718 38 330 196,048
1987 10 450 25 275 1,115 190,860 46 385 237,245
1988 12 540 25 275 605 211,430 51 385 262,815
Notes: 1Includes both regular and premium gasoline
2Model I - Small annexed distilleries with capacities of 30-60 KI/day
Model II -- Large annexed or autonomous with capacities of 120-240 KI/day
Model III - Autonomous municipal distilleries with capacities of 30-60 KI/day.
3prices escalated at 10% per annum
4Esti mates assume _3,500 and 3,600 liters/ha/year for sugarcane and cassava, respectively.
Source: Philippine National Alcohol Commission
land resources. Gasoline displacement, moreover, was projected to be
at an average of around 2.2M barrels annually until 1988, equivalent
to _372M at an oil price of $20/barrel.
Revised targets (Table 4.2) barely three years after the program
was launched, however, showed the over-optimism of original pro-
gram plans. Based on estimates arrived at from private sector inten-
tions submitted to PNAC, 4 projected alcohol output was drastically
reduced to IOM liters in 1982 and 73.8M liters by 1990, with a 20
percent ratio of alcohol production capacity to regular gasoline de-
mand foreseen by 1987. Seven distilleries, five of which were to be
converted for anhydrous ethanol production from existing hydrous
ethanol plants annexed to sugar mills (Vicmico, La Carlota, Can-
lubang, BUSO, Bats), and each with less than 100KI/day capacity
were expected to be installed by 1990, with total program invest-
ment estimated at P536.1M (at 1982 prices). These substantially re-
duced estimates imply that private-sector interest in alcogas had not
grown as initially expected. This is not surprising since trends in
sugar and oil prices dramatically reversed in early 1982. Moreover,
private investors have not yet been sufficiently convinced with the
terms of the program to have firm judgements on its financial attrac-
tiveness.
Although sugarcane was selected as the principal crop for power
alcohol production in the original program, a strategy of raw material
source diversification has been proposed mainly to ensure a broader
base for farmer participation. Molasses, cassava, sweet potato, sor-
ghum, and some fruits with high sucrose content are considered as
source of feedstock alternatives when deemed favorable by relative
costs and prices. Because sugarcane was the initial priority crop, how-
ever, steps had been provided to avoid disruptions in the local and
export markets of molasses and sugar. Accordingly, Philsucom,
through PNAC, was authorized to closely monitor program develop-
ments and regulate the use of new and existing cane areas for fuel
4. In September 1980, the Victorias Milling Corporation (Vicmico) began
to producepower alcohol at a rate of 41.5 kl/day upon complete rehabilitation
of its distillery from an existing hydrous alcohol plant of 47.2 kl/day into an
anhydrousplant basedon molassesfeedstock. In early 1980, moreover,nego-
tiations by Philsucomand PNAC for the purchaseand installation of annex dis-
tilleries from foreignsuppliersthroughsupplier creditswere at variousstages.To
supply thesedistilleries'raw materialrequirements,three distressedmill districts
(Casudeco,Bisudeco,and Tolong), the managementof which was assumedby
Philsucomwere pre-designed.Similar initial discussionswere underway between
Philsucomand PNAC and two interestedlocal companies(CDCP,Atlantic Gulf,
and PacificCo., Inc.).
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Table 4.2
REVISED ALCOGAS PROGRAMTARGETS AND RESOURCE REOUI REMENT PROJECTIONS
1982-1990
AnhydrousAlcoholProduction Regular Shareof Alcohol RequiredInvestment_
Annexed1 Autonomous2 Total Gasoline Producedto total Farm Distillery Logical Total
Year Demand RegularGasoline Facility
Units Mitts Units Mltrs Units Mltrs (Mitts) Demand(%) (f_M) (f_M) (_ M) (_ M)
1982 2 10.0 - - 2 10.0 537 1.9 ....
1983 2 13.5 - - 2 13.5 473 2.8 5.1 - - 5.1
1984 3 18.6 - - 3 18.6 426 4.4 18.4 182.3 7.9 208.6
1985 5 38.9 - -- 5 38.9 387 10.0 42.8 151.1 7.2 201.1
1986 5 42.9 1 9.0 6 51.9 356 14.6 24.3 83.3 13.7 121.3
1987 5 45.6 2 23.0 7 68.6 331 20.7 ....
i 988 5 45.6 2 26.6 7 72.2 314 23.0 ....
1989 5 45.6 2 28.2 7 73.8 303 24.3 ....
1990 5 45.6 2 28.2 7 73.8 298 24.8 ....
Notes: 1Includes Vicmico, La Carlota, Canlubang, Busco,and Baisdistilleries.
2Includes distilleries set up by Southeast Aquatic and the Philippine Alcogas Corporation.
3Investmentrequirementsin 1982 prices.
Source: Philippine National Alcohol Commission.
alcohol production.
At the industrial level, while the design, location, and size of the
distilleries are expected to vary by project, three basic types had
been suggestedin the original plan;
a) Models I are existing or new distilleries with capacities
ranging from 30-60 KI per day annexed to existing sugar centrals
and utilizing sugar mill excess capacities and/by-products (e.g.
molasses) as raw materials. These may readily be located in areas
where an excesscrushing capacity in the sugarmill exists and where
the productivity of sugarcane land can be readily enhanced or
where excesssugarcaneland is available.
b) Models II are large autonomous or annexed distilleries with
capacities of 120-240 Kl/day. These require that new production
areasbe developed with at least two years lead time before distillery
construction (grassroots land development takes from 4 to 4½ years
to fully cultivate and meet capacity requirements of a 120 KI/day
distillery). Suchplants are expected to experience economies of scale
with output to supply major demand areassuchas Metro Manila.
c) Models III are autonomous distilleries with capacitiesranging
from 30 to 60 KI/day, sized to meet local area alcogasrequirements.
Such distilleries may obtain their raw material supplies from small
farmers through supply contracts from farmers associationsor may
develop their own farm estates. They, moreover, may be set up by
the government, after which small farmers shall be encouraged to
buy equity by way of deductions from their receipts each time they
deliver raw materials to the plant. At the same time, extension
servicesto small farmers will be provided and PNAC shall gradually
preparethe planter's association to take over management of the
distillery to minimize transport costs and facilities control move-
ments. Models III distilleries are planned to be located near gasoline
depots, with a network of roads leading from farms to the distillery
site.
To ensure continuous operation of distilleries, it is required that
at least 50 percent of the raw material supply be securedeither from
the distilleries' own farms or through supply contracts. PNAC, in
consultation with Philsucom, will determine in advance annual pro-
duction quotas as well asguaranteed producer prices.
Presently, PNAC is revising the entire production strategy of the
alcogas program. On the basis of more private sector participation
and interest, the new program devises a distillery construction sche-
-dule to produce the alcohol requirement of the program and attain
a 10 percent blend on gasoline demand by 1990. Thirteen distille-
s1
des, five of which are upgraded or converted existing distilleries, shall
be constructed over a period of seven years beginning 1984. Five
upgraded distilleries (Vicmico, Asian •Alcohol, ka Carlota, Canlubang,
Tarlac), capable of producing around 50 million liters/year of anhy-
drous ethanol, are expected to require _28 million during 1984-85.
In the next program phase, six new distilleries (Bais, Tolong, Casuco,
Davao, Bisudeco, and Batangas) with almost 90 million liters capa-
city on the aggregate and annexed to sugar mills will be constructed
at an expected investment of _346 million. Finally, two new sugar-
cane based distilleries with an annual capacity of about 10 million
liters will be built at a total investment cost of_60 million for farm
estate development and _'200 million for distillery and cane proces-
sing facilities. At full implementation, total annual distillery capacity.
would be 147.5 million liters at a total investment of_691.5 million
broken down into _575.7 million for distillery upgrading and con-
struction, _60.4 million for agricultural development and P55.4 rail-
lion for logistical facilities.
Unlike the original program, the new program under considera-
tion favors molasses as the main feedstock raw material to be supple-
mented by sugarcane for extended distillery operations. Given an
estimated 514 KI/day capacity of full implementation, the annual
molasses and sugarcane requirement was placed at 500,000 MT and
158,000 MT, respectively. Such a high molasses requirement is
striking considering that it is roughly equivalent to the Philippine
average annual molasses export for the past ten years of 542,000
MT. What PNAC suggests is a technology that directly processes
sugarcane into molassesat high yields rather than extracting molasses
as a sugar processing by-product at a fixed extraction rate (around
.038 tons molasses/ton cane). However, the huge molasses require-
ment may be a problem in the attainment of program targets.
Apart from the emphasis on molasses_the newly proposed pro-
gram reclassifies distillery types. Type I (upgraded distilleries) con-
sists of two distilleries with existing anhydrous ethanol production
facilities and three distilleries with existing hydrous alcohol produc-
• tion facilities which could be upgraded to produce anhydrous etha-
nol. Type II (new annexed distilleries) consists of six new molasses-
based distilleries annexed with existing sugar centrals. Type III (auto-
nomous distilleries) consists of two autonomous distilleries which
shall process sugarcane and molasses into alcohol. None of the dis-
tillery types have capacities over 100 KI/day and average capacity is
around 40 KI/day. With regard to program implementation, incen-
tives, and pricing strategies, the new and original programs are alike.
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Program Implementation Guidelines and
Proposed Investment Incentives
in a Letter of Instruction 933 issued September 1979, the Fuel
Alcohol Program was given pioneer "preferred" status under the
Energy Priorities Program. With this, alcohol projects approved by
and registered with the Board of Investments (BOI)are entitled to
the host of investment incentives stipulated for pioneer industries in
the Omnibus Investments Code IPD 1789). Moreover, the CB, DBP,
and PNB have been directed to relax collateral requirements and re-
discounting policies for fuel alcohol projects registered under the
program. Before acceptance by the BOI, however, proposed projects
should conform to certain project criteria as laid down by PNAC.
For one, at least 10 percent equity of the registered corporation
should be initially open to the public, preferably to farmers supply-
ing raw materials to the plant, with such share eventually rising to a
minimum 25 percent. Then, alcohol plants are specified a maximum
investment cost per installed capacity to prevent unnecessary invest-
ments in the program and to protect government interest when the
project is financed by government loans or loans that are govern-
ment-guaranteed. 6 Moreover, a minimum portion of the plant equip-
ment (initially 50 percent of total installed equipment cost) shall be
locally fabricated or manufactured, and distilleries must meet the
• minimum production performance standards regarding juice extrac-
tion efficiency, alcohol recovery, strain consumption, and alcohol
purity identified by _PNAC.6 Distilleries must also have 50 percent
of their raw materials guaranteed, must not use petroleum-based
fuels in processing, and must conform with NPCC environmental
standards, particularly in the disposal of stillage. In decisions to ac-
5. Basedon proposals receivedapplying the batch fermentation process,the
maximum investment cost levels per liter per day computed in the _)riginalplan
were as follows: t_525 and 1_338for annexed distilleries of capacities ranging
from 30-60 and 120 or more K liters/day, respectively, t_938 for a 30-60 K
liters/day autonomous plant, and _'750 for an autonomous 120 or more K liters/
day distillery.
6. Theseminimum production performance standards areas follows:
- Crushingand Milling - 94% (sugarcanejuice) extraction effi-
ciency
- Fermentation and Distillate - 265 liters/ton (molasses)
67 liters/ton (sugarcane)
160 liters/ton (cassava/sweetpotato)
- Steam Requirements - Maximum utilization of 5 kgs. of
steam/liters of alcohol produced
- Alcohol - 99.5% purity
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cept proposed projects, the BOI would coordinate with Philsucom
and the various Ministries. For instance, proposals to annex distille-
ries to existing sugar mills must first be approved by Philsucom.
When the project is finally accepted and registered with the BOI, the
project is eligible for investment, credit, price and other incentives:
The Philippine National Oil Company (PNOC), moreover, shall im-
mediately enter into an alcohol purchase agreement through the
PNOC Alcohol Corporation to prbcure all alcohol produced at the
established price for resale and alteration to local distributors of
petroleum products. 7
Among the incentives offered by the government are tax incen-
tives available to project proponents. These include deductions from
taxable income, tax exemptions, and tax credits and are explained
in detail in Table 4.3. Non-tax incentives include post-operative tariff
protection (up to 50 percent), protection from government competi-
tion, guaranteed financing for land development and farm machinery,
and preference in government arranged loans. For loans from local
financial institutions, the government will arrange financing of up to
75 percent of project cost at 16-18 percent "effective interest" with
a 2-year grace and lO-year repayment period. Other loans arranged
by the government include untied loans channeled through the DBP
(14-16 percent effective interest with 2-3 years grace and 10-15
years repayment periods) and through foreign commercial credit
resources (LIBOR + 1_-1¾ percent effective interest with 1 percent
management fee and with 3 years grace and 8-10 years repayment
periods) as well as tied loans for importing equipment (8.5-9.5 per-
cent effective interest with 3 years grace and 7-10 years repayment
periods). Privately arranged loans will be provided government
guarantees upon CB approval of financing terms.
Pricing Policy
Another function of PNAC is to set feedstock and alcohol prices
as well as determine appropriate tax and subsidy levels for the pro-
gram. At the very least, alcohol raw material prices will be set in
parity with the farmgate crop prices. In the case of sugar, floor and
ceiling levels will be established so as to ensure availability of raw
materials when prices are low and not to overprice the alcohol out of
the fuel market when they are high. The expressed policy is that
7. PD 927, amendingthe Charter of PNOC,convertedPNOCinto a total
energycompanycoveringsubsidiariesharnessingindigenousenergysources.For
alcohol, the subsidiaryis the PNOCAlcohol Corporationwhichengagesin the
manufacture,production,andpurchaseof alcogasandothersimilarfuels.
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Table4.3
TAX INCENTIVES FOR BOI REGISTERED ENTERPRISES
ENGAGING IN ALCOGAS PRODUCTION
Incentive Specification
Tax Deductions from TaxableIncome:
a. Deduction of Organization -expenses are deductible over a period
and PreoperatingExpenses not more than ten yers from start of
operations; expensesinclude cost of pre-
investment studies, start-up, manpower
recruitmentand training, etc.
b. Deduction of Accelerated - depreciation of fixed assetsmay be acce.
DepreciationExpense lerated to the extent of not more than
twice as fast as the normal rate if its ex_
petted life is ten yearsor less;depreciation
may be computed over any number of
years between 5 years and expected life
if the latter is morethan 10 years.
c. Deduction of Net Operating - lossmay be carriedover as deductionfor
LossesIncurredin any of the the six taxable years immediately follow-
First Ten YearsOperations ingthe yearof loss.
d. Deduction of Expansion -extent of deduction (50%, 75%, 100%)
Reinvestment shallbe decidedby the BOI
e. Deductionof LaborTraining - deductionallowed to the extent of _ the
Expense value of the labor training expense•pro-
vided that the deduction doesnot exceed
10%of direct laborwages.
Tax Exemptions:
a. Tax Exemptionon Imported - imported capital equipment are fully
Capital Equipment exempt from tariff duties andthe mini-
mum 10% compensatingtax within the 7
yearsfrom date of registration.
b. Exemptionfrom all Taxes -extent of tax exemption is as follows:
(exceptIncomeTax) under i) 100% for first 5 years
National Internal Revenue ii) 75% for the 6th through 8th year
Code (NIRC) iii) 50% for the 9th and10th year
iv) 20% for the 1lth and12th year
v) 10% for the 13th through15th year
(NIRC stipulates corporation tax of 25%
for taxable income that doesnot exceed
_'100,000 or 35% otherwise;specific tax
to producersis _tipulated at 1 centavo/
liter.)
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Table 4.3 (continued)
i
Incentive Specification
Tax Credits:
a. Tax Credit on Domestic - tax credit is equivalent to 100% of the
Capital Equipment value of the compensating tax and custom
duties that would have been paid on the
machinery, equipment, and spare parts
had theseitems been imported.
b. Tax Credit for Withholding - tax credit is granted provided:
Tax on Interest on Foreign - a. no such credit is available to lender
Loans remittance
b. the enterprise hasassumedliability for
payment of tax due from the lender
remittance
farmers will be guaranteed annual price increases for their products
regardless of world market trends.
Anhydrous alcohol, in turn, will be procured by the government
at a guaranteed price. Distributors are to pay PNAC the same price
for alcohol as for gasoline, ex-refinery. Under these conditions,
government financial assistance will decrease as the production cost
difference between alcohol and gasoline decreases. Retail prices for
alcogas will be identical to that of gasoline.
For computing guaranteed prices, the Presidential Alcohol Com-
mittee originally recommended the following formula:
A T = A o [1 +(KvI I + Kr dRc)(1 +Km)]
where A T is the alcohol pric e at time T; Ao, the alcohol base price in
1979; Kv, the share of variable cost (other than raw material cost) in
total alcohol processing cost; Ii, the wholesale price index used to
proxy for inflationary increases in variable costs other than raw
material cost; Kr, the share of raw material cost in the total cost of
alcohol production; dRe, the rate of change in raw material cost set
5-25 percent per annum depending on market trends; and Kin, the
percentage markup for alcohol producers stated over and above alco-
hol processing cost.
Using this formula, the alcohol price for 1979 was computed at
t_2.60/liter. This consisted of t_l.60/liter raw material cost, (61.5
percent), t_0.50 (19.5 percent) and t_0.30 (11.58 percent) per liter
fixed and variable cost, respectively; and t_O.20/liter ('/.5 percent)
markup. By 1980, the guaranteed price had risen to t_4.25/liter
broken down into t_2.827/liter raw material cost, t_0.714/liter fixed
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cost, t_0.30/liter variable cost, and _0.384/liter markup. Thereafter,
increases in guaranteed alcohol prices were recommended to be equi-
valent to 50 percent of the price adjustment for gasoline net of
adjustments in taxes, duties and other government imposts unless
PNAC deems such adjustment insufficient.
Compared to the ex-refinery gasoline price of around P'1.98/liter
in August 1980 and with oil companies paying the same price for
alcohol and gasoline, this guaranteed price of P4.225/liter implies a
producer subsidy transfer of _2.245/liter shouldered by PNOC. This
amount is covered by the tax and other import duties normally
charged for gasoline at service station pumps (_2.519/liter in 1980).
The _4.225/liter price represented a 60 percent premium over the
gross returns available to sugarcane growers if the cane had instead
been processed into sugar and molasses.8 In 1981, the alcohol base
price was reset at t_4.37/liter. Under the newly proposed program,
however, the price remunerative in 1983 for the predominantly
molasses-based plants was estimated at t_2.6148/liter broken down
into _0.8590/liter raw material cost, _l.1704/liter fixed operating
and interest cost, _.3477/liter variable cost, and _'.2377/liter (10
percent) markup.
Ethanol Production Technology
Two distinct types of alcohol are often promoted as renewable
alternatives to petroleum fuels. Methyl alcohol {methanol) or "wood
alcohol" can be produced by distillation of wood or synthesized
from carbon monoxide and hydrogen which is in turn obtained from
natural gas or coal. Ethyl alcohol {ethanol) or "grain alcohol", on
the other hand, is either produced by fermentation of carbohydrates
materials or synthesized from petro-chemical feedstocks. Either type
may be used to power vehicles either straight (for which it can be
hydrous, i.e. of 94 percent purity) or blended (for which it must be
anhydrous, i.e. of 99.8 percent purity) with gasoline. Methanol,
however, is limited in its application as an automobile fuel as it
presents .some technical and environmental problems because it is
toxic. Hence, this study concentrates only on ethanol and its produc-
tion technology.
Fermentation ethanol can be produced from three main types of
8. Af_umingthatonetoncaneyieldsabout98 kgof rawsugarand38 kgof
molassesor 68 litersof alcohol,the sugar-molassesoptionwouldhavegrossed
planters(with 65% shareof produce)_120/ton (= .65 x (98 kg x f'1.66/kg.038ston x _600/t0n)in 1980. This is in contrastto the alcoholalternative
whichwouldhavegrossed/P192(= 2.827x 68).
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biomass raw materials: (a) sugar bearing materials (e.g. sugarcane,
molasses, sweet sorghum, etc.) containing carbohydrates in sugar
form; b) starches (e.g. cassava, corn, and sweet potato) containing
carbohydrates in starch form; and c) celluloses (e.g. wood) contain-
ing carbohydrates in complex molecular form. Among these, sugar
bearing materials are technically the most attractive feedstock alter-
natives since their carbohydrate content is already in the fermentable
simple sugar form and fermentation can be immediately undertaken
after the carbohydrate extraction stage. Starchy carbohydrates, in
turn, would first have to be broken down to simple sugar through a
saccharification process, while the complex carbohydrates in cellu-
losic materials would have to be converted into fermentable sugars
by acid hydrolysis. Both saccharification and acid hydrolysis add
steps to the alcohol production process that substantially increase
capital and operating costs. Moreover, some of the simple sugar
derived may not be as readily fermentable by yeast or alcohol
thereby reducing the overall carbohydrate to alcohol conversion
efficiencies of the starch and cellulose feedstocks.
Essentially, current biomass production technology involves
three main processes: (a) extraction of carbohydrates and conversion
into water soluble (6 to 12 carbon) sugars; (b) fermentation of these
sugars into ethanol; and (c) stripping and separation of ethanol from
water and other products by distillation. A simplified process flow
diagram for sugarcane and starch based alcohol production technolo-
gies are presented for comparison in Figure 4.1. Ethanol production
from cellulose has so far not been proven commercially feasible and
thus will not be presented here.
As is evident, the basic process flow for both sugarcane and
starch derived ethanol differ only in the extraction and mash prepa-
ration stage. Alcohol production from sugarcane entails a juice ex-
traction stage usually carried out mechanically through sugar mills
to remove bagasse,the cellulose fiber in the sugar stalk. In this stage,
the cane is mashed, sheared, and shredded, then crushed and filtered
to separate bagasse from the sugar juice. The bagasseis then dried
and burned to generate steam and power for energy. The sugar juice
mash, in turn, enters a preparation stage where it is clarified and
sterilized to prevent microbial contamination when fermented. Along
with clarification and sterilization may be juice concentration to
raise the initial sugar content of the fermentation medium and keep
it uniform throughout.
Alcohol produced from starches, on the other hand, entails a
more complex preparation procedure to convert starches into fer-
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Figure4.1
SIMPLIFIED PROCESSFLOWDIAGRAM OF ALCOHOL
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mentable sugars.AFter the initial washing, peeling, and size reduction,
the starches are crushed and mixed with water as paste. The starchy
mash is then preliquified (converted to dextrines) through a com-
bination of thermal (steam cooking) and enzymatic actions. En-
zymes such as amylase are added prior to the cooking step. The
mash is then liquified and hydrolized to fermentable sugars in the
saccharification step through the action of other enzymes, such as
glucoamylase.
After preparation, both sugar juice and processed liquified mash
are ready for fermentation. Three types of fermentation methods
exist: (a) batch fermentation; (b) the yeast recycle method; and
(c) the continuous fermentation process. In the first type, sugar mash
is fermented using large amounts of common yeasts to produce a
maximum 8-10 percent alcohol solution, after 14-16 hours of fer-
mentation. During fermentation the yeast is gradually rendered in-
effective due to increased alcohol concentration and would have to
be disposed of. In the second type, the yeast is separated from the
fermented mash by centrifuge, acid treated to grow additional yeast,
and recycled to the fermentation step. This method reduces fer-
mentation time over the batch method to 8 - 14 hours after which
the ethanol concentration of fermented mash is round 8-10 per-
cent. Extra care, however, would have to be taken in sterilizing the
mash when this method is used because of the high probability of
contamination when using the recycled yeast, in the continuous fer-
mentation process, the yeast is immobilized and packed into the
fermentation tank to which sugarcane is contacted for continuous
fermentation. Fermentation using this method takes around 4-8
hours, after which ethanol concentrations of 8-12 percent are pro-
duced. On the whole, the productivity of ethanol through continuous
fermentation is greatest, as this type requires fermenter capacities of
around 7-18 grams of ethanol/liter of mash per hour (g ethanol/I/h)
in contrast to the 5-7 g ethanol/I/h for the yeast recycle and 4 g
ethanol/I/h for the batch systems.
After fermentation, the fermented mash is sent to a stripping
column to separate ethanol from the fermentation solids and water.
The waste stream, or stillage, must be well disposed of as it contains
large amount of water soluble organic and inorganic substances with
high pollution potential when discharged into rivers. Since they do
not usually contain pathogenic bacteria or viruses, recovery of
minerals and organics and their conversion into such marketable pro-
ducts as fertilizer and feed additives may be attractive. The stream
containing ethanol, on the other hand, is distilled in multi-stage dis-
tillation columns to concentrations of up to 94 percent (hydrous
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ethanols). At 95 percent concentrations water and ethanol form a
constant boiling mixture or azeotrope. Hence, to produce higher
ethanol concentrations, a dehydrating agent less likely to dissolve in
water such as benzene or cyclohexane must be added to remove the
azeotropic characteristic of the 95 percent ethanol - 5 percent water
mix. Further distillation subsequently permits production of anhy-
drous alcohol up to 99.8 percent purity, with fuel oil as by-product.
The dehydration agent is then separated from the alcohol and re-
cycled, while the anhydrous alcohol is ready for storage or imme-
diate blending with gasoline or diesel. In doing so, water contamina-
tion in blending, storage and transport should be prevented.
The production process of alcohol from other starch and sugar
raw materials is basically the same though the sizesof the fermenta-
tion and distillation units, ethanol yields, and material and utility
balances may differ depending on the feedstock. Sugarcane, for
instance, yields, an average of 60-70 liters of ethanol/ton cane, in
contrast to the 370, 280-325, 150-180, and 125-165 liters per ton
average yields of corn, molasses, cassava,and sweet potato, respec-
tively.
Based on the country's average crop yields per hectare for sugar-
cane, sweet potato, cassavaand corn of 55, 6, S, and 1.1 tons respec-
tively in 19"/9, the respective average ethanol yield per hectare for
these crops would be 3575, 855, 825, and 407 liters. Evidently,
for the Philippines, sugarcanewould produce by far the highest etha-
nol yield per hectare of land input. Sugarcane, moreover, is specula-
ted to be the most attractive biomass raw material feedstock because
it generates its own fuel source, bagasse,which provides more than
adequate energy for generating the steam and power needed for the
entire alcohol production process. The material and utility balance
flow for a proposed 60 kl/day anhydrous alcohol plant in the Philip-
pines is drawn in Figure 4.2.
The Economicsof Ethanol Production
Under the Philippine Alcohol Program
In analyzing the economics of ethanol production under the
alcogas program, this study focuses on the three originally pro-
posed models of alcohol distilleries and considers sugarcaneand mo-
lassesas feedstock raw materials. Private costs and returns data for
each production alternative considered were mainly derived from
parameters and cost projections found in several alcohol project
proposals. As much as possible, the data were made to reflect tech-
nological specifications in the proposals. They were then standardized
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Figure4.2
MATERIAL UTILITY BALANCE FLOW FOR A PROPOSED60KL/DAY
SUGARCANEBASEDANHYDROUS ALCOHOL PLANT
IN THE PHILIPPINES
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in a general "base case" and adjusted to reflect current prices and
assumed economic values. Accordingly, the basecasefor each model
embodies assumptions considered most plausible on the basis of
recent available information. From the base case, analysis proceeds
to evaluate alcohol production under different crude oil, raw mate-
rial, and foreign exchange parameters and trend scenarios. In addi-
tion, comparative advantage of ethanol production in alternative
regional sugar districts is examined.
General BaseCaseAssumptions and Key Parameters
Six distillery model types were selected for analysis. Among
these, three are molasses-based- one representing Model I (annexed
distillery with 40 kl/day capacity) and two representing Model II
(autonomous and annexed, respectively, each with 120 kl/day
capacity), the remaining three are sugarcane-based, one of Model II
type (120 kg/day) with an integrated farm estate, another a Model II
autonomous type with externally supplied cane, and the last a
Model III autonomous distillery with 48 kl capacity.
For each distillery, basecase investment expenditures and annual
production costs and returns were valued in constant prices Using
1983 (also the initial investment year) as the base year (tO). Private
values were then converted into economic benefits and costs through
assumed adjustment factors drawn mostly from Bautista and Power
(1979). These include a 10 percent and 20 percent adjustment
of domestic capital expenditure and direct labor cost, respectively. A
20 percent premium was assumed on foreign exchange to adjust for
distortion in the foreign exchange market. This was in contrast to
the 31 percent premium suggested by Medalla (in Bautista and
Power) under a policy of optimum intervention. Resulting annual
economic cost-benefit streams for the different distillery types are
summarized in Appendix 1.
From private price valuations ethanol was revalued in the econo-
mic analysis at its gasoline substitution price or at the social ex-
refinery cost of gasoline. In late 1980, when the world crude oil
marker price (Arabian light crude, FOB) was $32/bbl, the Philippines
imported crude oil at $34.10/Ib, CIF (21.54/liter). Regular gasoline
ex-refinery cost was 27.84/liter with 244 (around 86 percent) com-
prising the value of imported crude oil (post-tariff) and 3.84 (14per-
cent) the local refinery and inland transport cost. It is on the basis of
these relationships that gasoline ex-refinery costs for different crude
oil import prices were estimated in Table 4.4. For the basecase, a
constant oil import price of $30/bbl was assumed as the long-term
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Table 4.4
ESTIMATED SOCIAL EX-REFINERY COSTOF GASOLINE UNDER
DIFFERENT CRUDE OIL IMPORT PRICES
(in US_/liter gasoline)
CrudeOil Import Price
$/bbl 25 27 30 33 35
e/liter 1 1'5.76 17.02 18.91 20.81 22.07
Value of CrudeOil Content per
liter of gasoline(post-tariff) 2 17.65 19.06 21.18 23.31 24.72
GasolineEx-Refinery Cost3 20.52 22.16 24.63 27.10 28.74
Tariff on CrudeOil Content4 3.53 3.81 4.24 4.66 4.94
SocialEx-Refinery Cost of Gasoline 16.99 18.35 20.39 22.44 23.80
Notes: 1Computed at 158.6 liters/bbl. ($34.10/bbl +21.S_/liter)
2Computed as: crudeoil price/liter x literscrudeoil/liter gasoline
(1.12 = 24 +21.5)
3Value of crude oil content assumed86 percent of gasolineex-refinery
cost.
4 Import tariff assumed20 percent ad valorem.
import price of crude oil, based on the stable real crude oil world
price throughout the 1980s projected by Mac Arroy (1982).
Feedstock raw materials, in turn, were economically valued at
border price equivalents since these - in both the cases of molasses
and sugarcane - surpassed estimated marginal economic produc-
tion costs. As previously mentioned, the shadow price of tradable
feedstock raw material would be whichever is higher of a) its domes-
tic marginal economic production cost or b) its world price. In
estimating the former, sugarcane production cost data were pieced
together from Philsucom as well as from the feasibility study incor-
porating a newly integrated farm estate (Model II - sugarcane), and
updated to 1983. Sugarcane's marginal economic production cost till
rnillgate (or till distillery cane processing site) was then computed
after decomposing individual cost items into their tradable, domes-
tic, tax, and subsidy components. Assumptions used for such break-
down were mainly taken from Cryde (1983), although some were
drawn from the World Bank study (1982) and from examination of
recent tax/subsidy rates especially in the petroleum sector.
As in standard social cost-benefit analysis, the economic value of
the input was derived as the sum of its tradable, domestic and sub-
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sidy components. From sugarcaneeconomic cost at mill gate, the
economic cost of molassesex-mill was estimated, first by adding
milling cost taken from Philsucomsurveydata for CY 1976 updated
to 1983 assuminga 7 percent price escalationrate and aforeign ex-
changeconversionrate of_l 1/$. Theeconomic rawsugarprocessing
cost per ton canewas then computed and the equivalenteconomic
cost of molassesasby-product derived assumingan extraction rateof
.038 ton molassesper ton cane. Resultingeconomic cost, estimates
of sugarcaneand molasses,along with component sharesand other
assumptionsare shownin Table4.5.
In estimating world price, on the other hand, sugarcane-
though nontraded in the world market- wasvalued at an opportu-
nity cost equivalent to its export value, FOB when converted into
raw sugar. This is displayed in Table 4.6 for different raw sugar
border prices, 12¢/Ib wasassumedasthe long-termtrend price in the
base case. Molasses,being exportable, was in turn automatically
valued at an assumedlong-term export price of $30/ton. Choice of
base case values were determined from in depth examination of
historical trendswhich are presentedin Appendix 2.
Finally, annual cost benefit streamswere discounted to time ¢_
using an assumedsocialdiscount rate of 10 percent.This rate is with-
in the rangeof socialdiscount ratesestimatedby Manalaysay(Bautis-
ta and Power) of 9.6-11.9 percent and is usedby NEDA in econo-
mically evaluating new investment projects. The marginal produc-
tivity of capital usedto gaugethe economicacceptability of a pro-
ject, in turn, wastaken to be 17 percent.
SocialProfitability Estimates
Table 4.7 summarizesthe social profitability estimates of the
six alcogas models under basic casea_sumptions.Presentvalue of
annual flows show that molasses-basedistilleries havepositive net
benefit from distillery operations with Model II annexed exhibit-
ing a net benefit of about_383.5 million over the life of the project.
Model Ii autonomous yields a net benefit off_325.7 million while
Model I annexedhas the lowest net benefit of about_'105.3 million
over the project period. On the other hand, the sugarcane-based
distilleries register large negativenet benefits from distillery opera-
tions. Model II hasthe highestnegativenet benefit of_96.6 million,
Model III records negativenet benefit of_'74.6 million, and Model
II autonomouswith farm estateregistersf'66.2 million negativenet
benefit. It follows from the feedstockdistinction that the largeposi-
tive net benefits of molasses-basedistilleries are greatly explained
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Table4.5
ESTIMATED ECONOMIC PRODUCTION COST
OF SUGARCANE AND MOLASSES
(1983 pricelevel)
EconomicValue
Private ComponentShares(%)
Value ShadowPrice Tradable Domestic Total
(V/ha) Conversion Component Component
Tradable Domestic Tax Subsidy Factor (%) (_/ha) (_'/ha) (_'/ha)
A. SugarProduction Cost:
Variable Costs
_ Direct Labor_ 1,50_ - 100 - -- 70 - 1,200 1,200
Canepoints 265 100 -- -- 100 - 265 265
Fertilizers
Urea 590 72 23 5 7 102 424 177 601
Am moplus 394 54 4t 5 3 98 213 173 386
Potash 443 45 49 6 -- 94 199 217 416
Chemicals 140 70 20 10 - 90 98 28 126
Fuelsand Lubricants2 158 50 20 30 -- 70 79 32 111
Tractor Service3 537 50 43 7 -- 93 269 231 500
Animal Service4 299 - ] 00 -- -- 100 - 299 299
Total Variable Cost 4,326 1,282 2,622 3,904
Ta_ble4.5 (ContinuedJ
EconomicValue
Private Component Shares(%) ShadowPrice Tradable Domestic Total
Value Conversion Component Component
(_/ha) Tradable Domestic Tax Subsidy Factor(%) 0P]ha) (1P/ha) 0P/ha)
Fixed Costs
Land Rent 1,050 - 100 - 100 - 1,050 1,050
Irrigation andDrainage 54 38 53 9 10 101 21 34 55
Maintenance 241 5 95 -- - 100 12 230 242
Overhead 254 10 80 10 - 90 25 303 228
Depreciation 500 30 70 -- - t 00 150 350 500
"_ Interest on Loanabte Funds5 903 -- 100 - - 125 -- 1,004 1,004
Total Fixed Cost 2,902 208 2,871 3,079
Total Product Cost at Farmgate 7,228 1,490 5,493 6,983
Transport Costto Mille 11627 50 48 2 - 98 814 781 1,595
Total Delivered Cost
at Millgate 8,855 2,304 6,274 8,578
Yield (tons) 63
Cost PerTon 140.56 t_I36.16
Cost Per Ton at
Official ExchangeRate7 $ 12.38
Table 4.5 (Continued)
EconomicValue
Private ComponentShares(%) ShadowPrice Tradable Domestic Tota[
Value Conversion Component Component
(l_/ha) Tradable Domestic Tax Subsidy Factor (%) (Tl/ha) (lb_ha) OP/ha)
Total Delivered Costat
20% Foreign ExchangePremium 2,765 6,274 9,039
Cost Per Ton at 20% P143.47
Foreign ExchangePremium $ 10.87
B. Molasses Production Cost:Oo
Sugarcane Cost at Millgate 2,765 6,274 9,039
Milling Cost "
Adjusted Cost_ 19838 424 5,198 5,622
Foreign Exchange Rate
and PremiumAdjustment9 337 - 337
Total Milling Cost 761 5,198 5,959
Total Economic SugarProcessing
Cost, Ex. Mill 3,526 11,472 14,998
Cost/Ton Cane t_238"06
Extracted Molasses,(tons)10 2.39
Cost/Ton Molasses,Ex. Mill t_ 99.61
Table 4.5 (Continued)
EconomicValue
Private ComponentShares(%) Shadow Price Tradable Domestic Total
Value Conversion Component Component
(P/ha) Tradable Domestic Tax Subsidy Factor(%) (1P/ha) (P/ha) (P/ha)
Transportto Distillery(t_20/ton) 20.00
Total Cost/Ton Molasses,Ex-
Distillery _109.61
Notes: I Includes labor for land prel_aration,planting and replanting,hand weeding,off barring,and milling, and harvesting,cut-
ting, andhauling.
2Usedfor transport of plant materials.
3Vatuedat customservicerate or rentalvalue.
4 Includesanimal-manservicefor plowing,cultivation, and fertilizer application.
5Loanable funds computedas the sum of variableoperating cost. Interestcost assessedat 20% interestrate.
61>25/ton in 1983.
7Computed at the official exchangerate of_l lj$.
8Computedassuminga 7% costescalationrateafter applyingunit millingcost to 1983 yields.
9Exchangerate in 1976 = 7.353. Adjustment includeseffect of a_'l I/$ exchangerate as well asa 20%premium.
1°Assume.038 ton molasses/toncane.
Table 4.6
BORDER EQUIVALENT VALUE OF SUGARCANE UNDER
ALTERNATIVE RAW SUGAR BORDER PRICES
(us
Border Priceof Raw Sugar,FOB
US or/lb. 8 12 14 17 20
US$/ton. 176.4 264.6 308.6 374.8 440.9
Raw SugarFOB valuein OneTon
CaneEquivalent1 17.6 26.5 30.9 37.5 44.1
Lessvalueof molassesfrom
one ton cane2 1.5 2.2 2.6 3.1 3.7
Lessdomestic handlingand
transport of raw sugar
from one ton cane::} 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6
Value of sugarin one ton cane
equivalent, ex mill 15.5 23.7 27.;/ 33.8 39.8
Lesseconomic value added in
processingcane into raw
sugar4 5.4 8.3 9.7 11.8 13.9
Border price equivalent of one
ton sugarcaneat mill gate or
distillery caneprocessingsite 10.1 15.4 18.0 22.0 25.9
1Assuminga sugarextraction rate of 10 percent.
2Assuming an extraction rate of 38 kg. molasses/toncane and an FOB price of
molassesof about 22 percent of the FOB price of raw sugar.This relationship
approximates the actual averagefrom 1978-83.
3Domestic freight and handling chargesfor raw sugarin 1980 wasaround 115/
ton. Assuming a chargeof $6/ton in 1983 and 10 percent extraction rate, the
ton cane equivalent would be $0.6.
4Computed as 35 percent of the value of sugar in caneequivalent, ex mill. This
is the averagemill shareof grossproceedsfrom salesof raw sugar(and molas-
ses).
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T_le 4.7
BASE CASE DISCOUNTED ECONOMIC COST BENEFIT STREAMS, NET PRESENT VALUE (NPV)
AND ECONOMIC RATE OF RETURN (EROR) ESTIMATES BY DISTILLERY TYPE
(In Constant1983_'000)
Molasses-BasedDistilleries Sugarcane-BasedDistilleries
DiscountedCost-BenefitStreams(tO)* Model I Model II Model II Modeltll
Annexed Autonomous Annexed Autonomousw/ Autonomous Autonomous
Farm Estate
INVESTMENT
Capital Expenditures 34,566 245,591 249,415 394,4t8 331,506 T43,199
PreoperatingExpense 916 - -- 12,258 - 4,441
PreoperatingInterest Expense 4,686 40,057 40,576 82,964 54,022 43,128
Initial WorkingCapital 1,144 6,866 6,437 3,250 1,3t 1 -2,668
TOTAL INVESTMENT COST 41,312 292,5t4 296,428 492,890 386,839 193,436
PRODUCTION COST AND RETURNS
Ethanol Value 245,783 834,281 834,281 689,489 834,281 190,074
Value of By-Products - 173,233 173,233 163,018 197,251 - •
TOTAL ECONOMIC RETURNS 245,783 1,007,514 1,007,5t4 852,507 1,031,532 190,074
Raw MaterialCost 111,505 378,292 317,963 785,998 951,058 184,736
- Direct Labor .3,955 17,541 17,541 17,859 21,609 3,757
- Chemicals 913 14,740 14,740 12,182 14,740 8,735
Table 4.7 (continued)
Molasses-BasedDistilleries Sugarcane-BasedDistilleries
Model I Model I! Model II Model III
Discounted Cost-Benefit Streams (t_)* Annexed Autonomous Annexed Amotnomous w/ Autonomous Autonomous
Farm Estate
- Utilities 403 22,172 22,172 - - --
- Fuels and Lubricants 5,499 155,606 133,973 -- - --
- Miscellaneous 418 1,925 26,585 7,927 9,592 -
Other Variable Costs 11,188 211,984 215,011 37,968 45,941 12,492
- Maintenance 7,142 57,027 57,966 64,749 78,347 36,562
-- Overhead 4,959 31,647 30,254 29,950 52,779 16,625
- Others 5,682 2,856 2,856 - - 14,264
u_ Fixed Operating Costs 17,783 91,530 91,076 94,699 131,126 67,451
TOTAL ECONOMIC PRODUCTION COSTS 140,470 681,806 624,050 918,665 1,128,125 264,679
NET BENEFIT FROM DIST[LLERY
OPERATIONS 105,307 325,708 383,464 (66,158) (96,593) (74,605}
DISCOUNTED WORKING CAPITAL FLOWS 346 1,494 1,401 4,125 1,077 352
PRESENT VALUE OF ANNUAL FLOWS 104,961 324,214 382,063 (70,283) (97,670) (74,957)
NET PRESENT VALUE (N PV) 63,649 31,700 85,635 (563,173) (484,509) (268,393)
ECONOMIC RATE OF RETURN (EROR) t.540,690 0.108,370 0.288,890 (1.142,594) (1.252,482) (1.387,503}
EROR in % 154.07 10.84 28.89 (114.26) (125.24) (138.75)
*Discounted at 10 percent.
Source of Basic Data: Appendix 1
by the lower raw material costs of molassescompared to sugarcane.
While the raw material costs of model II autonomous molasses-based
distillery, for instance, reach _378 million those of model II autono-
mous sugar-based distilleries are higher at _785 million to P'951
million.
The notable advantage of molasses-baseddistilleries in terms of
net benefit flows has not been eroded by the working capital flows.
Net present value (NPV) of molasses-baseddistilleries range from
_31.7 million (Model II autonomous) to _P85.6 million (Model II
annexed) while the NPV of Sugar-based distilleries range from
-_268.4 million (Model III autonomous) to-_'563.2 million
(Model Ii autonomous with farm estate). Moreover, the economic
rate of return (EROR) estimates are high and positive for molasses-
based distilleries compared to the high negative EROR estimates for
sugar-based distilleries. Molasses-based distilleries register EROR
ranges from around 11 to 154 percent while sugar-basedonesexhibit
lossesfrom -114 to -139 percent.
Among the profitable molasses-baseddistilleries, the small-scale
annexed distillery shows the highest EROR at 154 percent implying
that this is the most socially profitable model, other things being
equal. Perhaps, among other factors, this suggeststhat annexed dis-
tilleries are more economically profitable since the capital utiliza-
tion is higher compared to autonomous units. Moreover, this may
imply that small scale plants, say of 30-60 kl/day capacity, are more
economical than the large scale units. Finally, contrary to official
belief, the advantage of sugar-based distilleries with their own fuel
by-products particularly baggasseseems not so important a factor to
have a priori preference for fuel solf-generating plants.
To determine the sensitivity of the social profitability indicators
under different parametric scenarios, we estimated EROR of the six
distillery model types at various values of important output and
inputs. Because of time and budget constraints, the sensitivity
analysis is limited to the three most critical values that are considered
to have impact on profitability: 1) crude oil import price, 2) export
prices of molasses and raw sugar and 3) foreign exchange rate. The
basecaseassumesa $30/bbl crude oil import price, $30/ton molasses
price, 12_/Ib raw sugar border price, and a foreign exchange premium
of 20 percent over the official exchange rate. For sensitivity analysis,
the crude oil import price ranges from $25-$35/Ib., molasses price
from $20-$60/ton, and raw sugar from 8_-20_/Ib., and lastly foreign
exchange premium of 10-30 percent. For further comparison,
some trend scenarios assume 2 and 5 percent p.a. price increases for
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crude oil imports and raw material feedstocks.
Table 4.8 presents the ERORs for the six model types of alcogas
distilleries under the different parametric and trend scenarios.
Among the three profitable distillery types under the base case,
molasses-basedModel I annexed distillery exhibits viability under the
greatest number of parametric and trend scenarios. Even the two
other profitable molasses-baseddistilleries under the basecase regis-
ter positive ERORs in few alternative scenarios. In contrast, the
sugar-basedalcogas plants display negative ERORs under all scenarios
with higher lossesas the raw sugar price assumeshigher levels and not
any positive ERORs at the highest price of crude oil imports. To
focus on molasses-basedModel I annexed, EROR increases as the
crude oil import price increases. At $30/ton of molassesexport price,
the EROR of Model I annexed rises from 54.9 to 229.9 percent
when the crude import price increases from $25 to $35/bbl. On the
other hand, the EROR decreases as the price of molassesincreases.
since molasses is the main feedstock of Model I annexed. At $30/bbl
of crude oil price, for instance, the EROR of Model I annexed de-
clines from 244 to -115.8 percent as the price of molassesrises from
$20 to $60/ton. The same relationships occur for the other distil-
lery types including sugar-based plants.
But the changes in EROR among distilleries vary as summarized
by the EROR estimates under the trend scenarios. With 2 percent
p.a. increase in crude oil real price lead to 235 percent EROR for
Model I annexed of molasses-baseddistilleries while -119 percent
for Model III autonomous sugar-based plant. At 5 percent p.a. in-
crease in the real price of crude oil importthe corresponding EROR
for each distillery type ranges from .384 percent for molasses-based
Model I annexed to -80 percent for sugar-based Model III autono-
mous distillery. The ERORs under the 2-5 percent p.a. crude oil
price increases suggest that the social profitabilities of sugar-based
distilleries are not satisfactory even within the more realistic crude
oil price increase of up to 5 percent p.a. for the next 15 to 20 years."
Similarly, in terms of raw material price increases, the ERORs
vary among distillery types. At 2 percent p.a. increase in raw material
price only two distillery types register positive ERORs, 117 percent
for molasses-basedModel I annexed and 13_6 percent for Model II
annexed, also molasses-based plant. AS expected, the sugar-based
distille(ie_s exhibit negative ERORs with Model II autonomous yield-
ing-160_percent loss, Model III autonomous 157 percent and Model
II autonomous _vith integrated farm estate registering about 144 per-
cent negative EROR. At 5 percent p.a. raw material price increases,
only molasses-basedModel I annexed distillery would show positive
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Table 4.8
ECONOMIC RATE OF RETURN (EROR) ESTIMATES
UNDER ALTERNATIVE PRICE SCENARIOS
(in %)
A. P3e_ ETRIC _IE N/d_ IOS
1. 20% Fore_ E_ilumle Pr:nunnc Idodd II Model ItMod_ I
C.nu_ _1 Jmport _dcl ($ febl) _T 27 30 33 3,5 25 27 30 33 35 25 27 _ 33 35
a. _ _'1:_ 144.Bg 185.72 244._ _ 319,86 0_.4| 25.9E $3.94 81.91 9_1.3_ 17.74 37.C_ ro4.64 9.2-24 ] 00.5_
b. $ 3Oe_cm 54.90 95.74 154,Cq 272_ 229J18 (36.70_ I17,121 10_4 38.90 47.19 |1B.02) 01._ 2B.89 56.48 64.76
_. :_lt'to n 113.$.07} 5.76 _4.C9 1_.42 139.91 |'P_.BO1 I60.2_,| 1132.271 |04.31 ] _4._, I53.77} I34.461 ((J6.BT) _.73 29.00
d. $$0/ton (125.031 (84.191 (ZS.S?1 32.46 49.95 C122.91} (T_3.34) I75.38) 147.4,7.) (3g_| ,_9.5_ f'_.21 j |42.62) {15.03| (06.?S|
t,n
Su_'_me-Be_d _Dblt/ler]e._ I[A,_tm_eme_n"e._ChF,anl__'_a_} (,k,JurMno nnv_u_) |Au _,n e mJu,m.}
Crude,O_[ Ita_orL prloe ($_bl_ 25 27 30 33 35 25 27 30 33 35 25 27 _1 33 35
P.a_ _u_ar Export Pri_, FOB
a. ¢_Pb I_._} (7834| (59.38} (45.c_) (41.55_ (76._ {69.B7_ I4_.64) (19.49} {13] .48_ {12_2.2_1 (115.._1) l "r05.89} {96.25} (93,361
b. _T_qb (137.57) (133.22) (114_6) (100.54 t (96.43) _161.191 (1_1.4. ,¢} {I_'._._-S) (10_,.10| (97.76) (155.13) {1_18.38i _1_.7_} (1_9.12) (l_i2])
¢- _1411b (154.50) I1 r_1.141 (141._81 {127.4_) I123,.35) (2ELTO) (195.99] (1 r_.75) I145.61) (t39.27} (171.2_6> _164.51 ) I154.85) |145.24) (142,35)
e. _)jl_ (24_30} (24:.953 {222.9_} (_09 ._') (205.t 63 (32B.S23 (3_2.1_) _292.8_ {271.73t (_._3) (221).24} (213.503 {203.a7) [194.241 |19L341
SU_,it'_ Di__11L't_¢$
M oI_L_'_-IB;a_dpisl_ll_He_ M o_f.Li I Model II ,Model III
2. Fomi_il ENJCI_InI_S_m_ri_ Modal I Mo,d_I n M_111 (Auf.olmmmu w_
Annexed (AutononrmuL¢| (Anne_e_| Farm Esita_e] (ArJ'm_rnol_) IAu'mmomous)
a. 10% Fo¢ei_FiExcl_ulg¢ _rel_ium 131.85 6.1_ 24_ (I 12.5"51 (133.421 |147.78]
b. _ FO_l_ ExPanse ,_remium 154.O7 1C'._i 28.9 {114,26) (125.'_4J I]3B.751
c_ 3C_ Fon_i_ E,_.han_e Premium 174.7[} 14,S_ 33._4 _117.90_ (117.98| (|38.34)
B. TREN D _CENARAOS
?. C_x_de O_I I_ml PIn_e Ir_'e_e
a_ 2_ per am_um 2,T5.10 51.56 69.0B (&7_,31 (94.4S) I 119._)
b. _(, per annum 384.33 T273C" 144.01 (36.84) (37.Oi I 180.6_I
2. $Law _eri_l B_rc_er Price Incr_e
_L 2% pe_ anmum 11731 (7,63) T3.S*_ _Tt_1.39_ t1 _035) _.'_$7.52)
b. 5% per annu_qq 49.64 (42.06_ (14.981 IZ02.52_ (225.81) (195.25}
EROR and at a low level of about 50 percent. The rest of the distil-
lery types would exhibit losses from about 15 percent (molasses-
based Model II annexed) to 226 percent (sugar-basedModel II auto-
nomous).
The unprofitability of sugar-based distillery types is further ex-
pressed under different foreign exchange scenarios. Not unex-
pectedly, the social profits of the selected six distillery types are
directly related to the foreign exchange premium. In other words,
EROR increases with the amount of domestic currency devaluation.
For molasses-baseddistilleries, the EROR increases from 6.6-132
percent to 14.6-175 percent as the local currency is devalued
from 10 to 30 percent. In contrast, the negative ERORs of the three
sugar-based distilleries are not all reduced by higher foreign exchange
premium, while autonomous Models II and III straight forwardly re-
duce their respective negative ERORs as foreign exchange premium
increases, the negative EROR of Model II autonomous with integra-
ted farm estate increaseswith higher foreign exchange premium. Esti-
mated negative EROR of Model II rises from about 11:2to 118 per-
cent as the foreign exchange premium increases from 10 to 30 per-
cent of the official rate. Thus, unlike the straightforward relation
between EROR, on one hand, and the prices of crude oil imports and
raw material feedstocks, on the other, the EROR need not have an a
priori determined relationship with foreign exchange premium. Per-
haps this is largely explained by the dual impact of foreign exchange
on both import prices as well as output values. In some instances, the
significant effects of foreign exchange on input and output reinforce
each other while in others (such as the sugar-based Model II with
integrated farm estate) may offset one another. The component of
imDorted inputs to total costs is a critical factor in determining the
net impact of foreign exchange rate on EROR of a particular dis-
tillery.
In all, it seems that only the molasses-based Model I with an-
nexed distillery plant has shown consistent profitability under the
base case and selected alternative scenarios. While the two other
molasses-baseddistillery types exhibit some positive ERORs under
particular cases, the sugar-based distilleries are consistently unecono-
mical under the baseand alternative cases.
Domestic Resource Cost (DRC) Analysis
In estimating the Domestic Resource Cost (DRC) coefficients
for the basecase, domestic and tradable component shares for each
item were mainly derived from the World Bank's Philippine Energy
Sector Study (1982) on the presumption that this study derived
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breakdowns after in-depth examination of each input's cost struc-
ture. Recall, that the DRC is an indicator of the efficiency with
which production activities convert domestic resourcesinto net
foreign exchange. Hence, through the DR.C, one can roughly assess
whether an activity in an open economy should be pursued and
which alternative for this activity is more desirable in terms of
potential for generating or, in this case, saving net foreign exchange.
A positive value for the DRC indicates efficiency if less than one,
with lower values indicating comparative advantage. Negative values
may occur if a) domestic external benefits (externalities) exceed
domestic resource costs or b) the opportunity cost value of tradable
components exceed the opportunity (or border) value of tradable
benefits.
Table 4.9 presents the basic data and the estimated DRC coeffi-
cients of the six models of alcogas distilleries under the base case
assumptions. As already implied by EROR estimates, the molasses_
based models of distilleries exhibit comparative advantage compared
to the social inefficiencies of sugarcane-based plants. As expected,
the DRC coefficient is lowest for molasses-based Model I annexed of
.52, Model II annexed has .609, and Model II autonomous registers a
DRC coefficient of .803. In contrast, sugarcane-based Model II auto-
nomous distillery records a DRC coefficient of 22.010. Likewise,
Model III autonomous sugarcane-based distillery shows greater than
one DRC coefficient but negative at 6.187 while Model II autono-
mous with integrated sugar farm estate registers DRC coefficient of
negative .512. In the light of these coefficients, the results conform
to the earlier estimates of ERORs for the respective distillery types
and argue in favor of small-scale annexed distillery based on molasses
rather than sugarcane feedstocks.
Like with EROR estimates, DRC coefficients are estimated under
the selected parametric and trend scenarios in addition to the base
case condition. Table 4.10 highlights the DRC coefficients of the six
types of alcogas distilleries being considered in the study under the
parametric scenarios relating to different prices of crude oil import,
raw material feedstocks, and foreign exchange. To begin with, only
molasses-based Model I annexed type of distillery appears to have
comparative advantage for much of the alternative scenarios while
the other five distilleries have comparative advantage for a very limit-
ed number of scenarios. Except at $30 or more price for crude oil
imports, the two remaining molasses-based distilleries are not econo-
mically sound at molasses price of $30/ton or higher crude oil prices
and could not make them competitive as their DRC coefficients even
as the highest case price of $35/bbl.of crude oil import remain nega-
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Table 4,9
BASECASE DOMESTICRESOURCE COST ESTIMATES
.. BY DISTILLERY TYPE*
(Valuesare in Constant1983 P000)
MOI-_SSESBASED DI_I1 LIJEP_E5 SUCULRC_NEBASED DISTILLERIE._
_o_ I Model11 Mc.del II Model tl ModEl [I M_tel III (_loul_l_]
Tot_ Tu¢_ Tot_ I"oGd T_Ul T_
Dbc_nled Tlada_ E)e_Hic Dbcoum:ad Tradabl_ Do_c l)L_oun_ T_Clbk De_rl_ Dnm_d lr_dab_ t)am_c D_ Trad_b_ Oo_c Dbc_._d Tr_dab_ O_
IIE_EFITS:
V_ of By-P_od_ts - _ 173,2_3 173_233 _?3,233 173.23_ 16_,01_ ]63,018 1_?,251 _97,251
TOTAL F_CONOM_CFtETURNS _4_,_83 245.7_3 t,_7,5_4 _ 34._BI 1_3,_3_ | ,_,514 _34,2_1 173,23J _,f,0? 639.¢B9 16,_,D1_ 1_¢_1,532 t_34,28T _7.25_ 190,074 1_0,074
0_ coors:
Pre_a_r_ Exp¢_ _|_ - 91_ .... 1_2_ - 12,25S 4.44_ ?8O _f_l
Pr_adr_ hn_sl Exp_w_ _,_S6 4/_,_6 4_,O57 2_,4_ 1S,637 40_76 _:_29 15,744 _2,9_4 4_,523 33,44_ _4.C_2 _1,32_ 2_,6_6 4._12_ _9,53_ 2_ f,89
L_it_J W_k_l_ Ca_I 1,144 1.144 _66 6,8_ 6,437 . -- _,437 3,250 3.2_ 1._1 -- 1.311 2._ ,-- 2_6f_B
TOTAL INVESTMENT _o_r 41_3_ 17,93_ 2_,373 2_2.514 207,121 85,393 _6.421_ 210,711 SS,717 492,_Jo _45.9_ _46,_#: 3Sr_,_39 2_,71_ 121,1_q 17_.4_5 _O_,_'Z 8S,gB4
Raw u_ Co_ 111,50_ 84,#73 27,03_ 37_,2_2 _B6,586 91,_ 317._3 240._ 77._B3 78S_ _67_ 11_,3_2 951j95_ 4_11g 4_5_9_ 184._3_ _4.2Z9 _1,507
- DER¢111_ 3_o5S 3_qS5 l?,541 17,f41 _7,_1 -- ]7,541 1_,gS9 -- _?_,S9 21_ -- 2l,_0 _,754 r 3_7_
O_emicds 913 _ 213 14,_40 _t,_62 _,27_ 14,740 11,4_2 3,278 12,_B2 _493 _,709 _4_740 11,4_ 3,27_ _,_$ 6,794 _,941
- I.Pali_ " 4O3 3O4 9_ 2_,1_2 ]6,625 S,574 22,172 16,62_ 5,_47
- F_.b _d lubr_(s S,499 ¢,1t5 1,3_4 15_,_ 11_f_9 3_,9_q 13_73 1C_3,4S_ 3_4_5 ....
- M_x_Llan_s 41_ 418 1,925 I_ 26,f,¢5 _ 26,5_5 ?_27 9,¢2_ 9,_2 -- 9,_2 "--
O_h_ Va_ab_ Costs _1.18_ _,ll_ 6_0_ 211,_B4 144.7S_ 67,19_ 215_011 12_,_ J¢6_4_6 3_q6S _,473 2_495 4_,941 1_,_.6_ 34,4_ 12.4_2 6,794 5_
_ p_ 7,142 3_q17 _,_ 57,O27 31,_ 2_,94_ S7,9_ _1,600 26.366 _,749 3_,_3_ 29,413 7S,_47 42,757 JS,_ _6,562 19,922 1_640
4,0_J9 601 4,_ _,647 3,_16 27_31 30,2_4 3_1 _6_2_ _,950 3,49_ _,4S_ _2,Tm 6,_4 46,_15 16.62_ 1_ 14_
TOTAL ECONOMIC eRODUCTIONS COSTS 140,4_ 94.1I0 46,36_ _| ,_0_ 466,1_2 2t5,634 624,O5O 4¢_,55_ 219,454 9l_,_6_ 71_,g73 20"Z,f_ 1,12S,12S 54_,_f_Z _2,62_ 2_4,679 ' 122,_ 14_.;_!
D_S(_IUNTED I_O_K ING CAPITAL FLC_ 346 -- 34_ 1,494 -- 1,494 1,401 -- 1,40t 4.T25 -- 4,1ZS 1,077 1,077 352 -- _2
NET'_IAL BEf',IEFIT 63,649 133_7"34 [?Q,JORS_, 31,70_ 1F_,9_Z (129:,285_ _$,635 "215,9_1 (133,3<_91 ($63,Z731 ( 3.72,.:11__ [190,E_'3] (41'Pi,5'0_ 23.061 '[5(17,570_ I ;_._.93 _ (37,_J_J _ 3 _.,,Od.7)
IDI_CCOEFFICIIEJ_T 0.$240_ _030_I .0.6,_1944 (O.S'119551" 22,1309_ '_ I5_1_)
• Tr_lable._p.0c_nlL ,_l[l.m aim¢0m_le_edal a fo_ilpl e:lc_ge pPemiumof :_.
Table4. I 0
DOMESTIC RESOURCE COST(DRC) COEFFICIENT ESTIMATES
UNDER ALTERNATIVE PRICE SCENARIOS
A. PARAMETRIC SCENARIOS
Model I ModeJI Model II
Mot_ses-B¢ssdDistltle,'_s (Annexed) (Autonomous) (Annexed)
CrudeOil Import Price{$fobl) 25 27 30 33 35 25 27 30 33 35 25 27 30 33 35
Mo_assesExport Price,FO0
a. $20/¢on 0.51 0.44 0.38 0.33 0.32 0.84 0.69 0.38 0.29 0.27 0.67 0.58 0.36 0.28 0.27
b. $30/ton 0.76 0.64 0.52 0.44 0.42 5.89 2.70 0.80 0.53 0.48 1.67 1.26 0.61 0.44 0.41
c. $40,/ton 1.22 0.97 0.75 0.61 0.58 (2.17) (3.36} 2.44 1.09 0.93 4.51 6.21 1.15 0.72 0.65
d. $50/'ton 2.42 1.65 1.14 0.87 0.8I (1.13) (1.33) (633) 3.68 2.50 (2.29) (3.38} 3.t6 1.32 1.t2
e. $60,/¢o_ 11.71 3.86 1.97 1.32 1.21 (8.84) (0.93) (1.76) (5.04) (11.47) (1.31) (11.56) (9.61) 3.51 2.49
Model fl Modef II Model III
Sug_c_e-Ba_d Distilleries (Anteczomouswith Farm Estate) (Autonomous) (Autonomous)
CrudeOil Import _ ($/bbl) 25 27 30 33 35 .25 27 30 33 35 25 27 30 33 3S
',0 Raw SuMr Export Price,FOB
a. $811b (0.58) (0.64) (1.05) (2.00) (2.74) 6.81 4.51- 1.83 1.28 1.17 {5.46) (8.49) {40.66} 12.78 10.35
b. S12,,'lb (0.39) (0.41) (0.51) (0.62) (0.67) (1.38) (5.64) 22.01 4.8 3.92 (3.35,_ (4.13) (6.t9) (13.76) (17.61)
c. $14/Ib . (0.3.$) (0.36) (0.43) (0.504) (0.53) (2.96) (3.41) (9.96) 25.5 12.34 (2.90) (3.43) (4.62) (7.53) (8.48)
d.$17/Ib (0.31) (0.32) (0.37) (0.408} (0.42) (2.18) (2.37) (3.83) (6.86) (9.01) (2.47) (2.80) (3.47) (4.72) (5.04)
e $20/'tb (0.?_9) (0.29) (0.33) (0.357) (0.37) (1.85) (1.96) (2.68} (3.65) (4.10} (2.20) (2.44) (2.88) (3.61) (3.78)
B. TREND SCENARIOS . M_Based Distilleries Sugarca_=..J]=asedDistilleries
Mode[ I Model II Model I1 Model II Model 11 Model |11
(Annexed) {Autonomous) (Annexed) Amonomous with (Autonomous) (Autmmmous)
Farm Estate)
1. CrudeOif RealPrice Income
a. 2% per annum .4191 .4,616 .3944 .7873 3.5698 11.4948
b. 5%per annum .3063 .2574 .2380 .2092 0.7317 3.0756
2. Raw Materiat BorderPrice
Income
a. 2% per annum .6035 1.1858 .7_20 {.4273) (12.4238) (4.4482)
b. 5% per annum .7970 3.8)10 1.3687 (.3453) (3.9811) (3.0568)
rive or less than one for positive coefficients. The prevalence of nega-
tive DRC coefficients under the most number of scenarios suggest
that the opportunity costs of tradable components particularly raw
sugar among others exceed the social value of ethanol products.
On the trend scenarios, however, two sugar-based distillery types
display comparative advantage on particular assumptions of crude
oil and raw material price increases per annum. Model II autono-
mous with integrated farm estate sugar-based distillery has DRC
coefficient of .787 and .209 under 2 and 5 percent p.a. crude oil
price increases respectively. Moreover, with a 5 percent p.a. crude oil
price hike, Model II autonomous sugarcane-based distillery turns com-
petitive with DRC coefficient of .732. While higher price increase
reduces the DRC coefficients, the opposite occurs for higher raw
material price increases. At 2 percent p.a. increase in raw material
prices, only two molasses-based distilleries appear competitive as the
rest particularly the three sugar-based distilleries are highly non-
competitive. With 5 percent raw material price increase, however,
only one distillery namely Model I annexed molasses-based type
could remain competitive but at reduced advantage. It seems there-
fore that at the expected increases in crude oil and feedstock prices
there is little choice that most of the proposed alcogas distilleries
and their variants could become competitive as alternative fuel
• sources. Finally, unless the export prices of molasses and raw sugar
stagnate or decline, there is not much economic rationale to go on
with the proposed alcogas projects.
To be sure, Table 4.11 presents some estimates of the maximum
raw material border price equivalent necessary to maintain DRC co-
efficient equal to unity under alternative oil price scenarios. Prices
higher than the maximum price estimates would imply comparative
disadvantage for the project under consideration, other things being
constant. The higher the maximum raw material prices the greater is
the allowable limit before the particular alcogas distillery becomes
noncompetitive. It follows from the DRC estimates that the most
competitive molasses-based Model I annexed distillery has the highest
maximum raw material price compared to the two other molasses-
based plants. At $25/bbl oil price, Model I annexed remains compe-
titive at raw material price of not over $36/ton. On the other hand,
Model II autonomous becomes noncompetitive with molasses price
of over $22/ton while Model II annexed is noncompetitive at mo-
lasses price of over $25]ton. With $35/bbl oil price scenario, Model I
annexed could maintain competitiveness with molasses price up to
about $56/ton. In comparison, at that oil price scenario, the Model II
autonomous molasses-based distillery loses its competitiveness •with
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molasses price of over $41/ton while Model ii annexed becomes non-
competitive with molasses price higher than $48/ton, other things
being constant.
For sugarcane-based distilleries, Table 4.11 shows that at $30/
bbl price of imported oil, the border price of raw sugar should be
lower than 3.4¢/Ib in order that Model II autonomous with integra-
ted farm estate distillery could turn competitive. Likewise, raw sugar
price should be lower than 5.8_/Ib for Model II autonomous distil-
lery turns into comparative advantage. It is interesting to note that
at all selected oil price scenarios, the estimated maximum raw mate-
rial price for DRC coefficient to equal unity are negative ones in the
case of Model III autonomous distillery. This simply implies that the
distillery type being considered is too uncompetitive and needs
highly subsidized raw material input to become socially viable.
As Table 4.11 summarizes the maximum prices of raw materials
necessary to maintain DRC coefficient at unity suggests that in
most cases the estimated price limits are far below the prices ob-
served for molasses and raw sugar exports during the decade or so.
In most cases, the maximum prices for molasses under the given
scenarios are much lower than the historical prices of molassesand
raw sugar exports. In 1978-82, for instance, the average annual
molasses price ranged from about $42-$101/ton while raw sugar
price fluctuated between 7.8¢-24¢/Ib. Thus even at the trend scena-
rios of 2-5 percent p.a. crude oil price increase and at higher foreign
exchange premium of 30 percent the maximum prices of distillery
feedstock for alcogas are much lower in most cases than the pre-
Vailing prices.
For further analysis, Table 4.12 estimates the minimum crude oil
import price and real ex-refinery gasoline costs (at 1983 prices) to
maintain at least a DRC coefficient of unity. Above such minimum,
the DRC coefficient would become greater than one implying that
the project under consideration is not socially competitive. Under
the different raw material price scenarios, the results suggest that
except for some cases in molasses-basedModel i annexed distilleries,
most cases of the proposed distilleries require high crude oil prices
for them to compete in alternative supply fuels. On the other hand,
under the different foreign exchange premium and trend scenarios
the molasses-baseddistilleries require lower crude oil prices to com-
pete while the sugar-basedones need higher than the historical and,
prevailing crude oil prices. On the whole, therefore, the results;in
Table 4.12 merely confirm the earlier findings on the lack of compe-
titiveness of sugar-based distilleries in general and underscores the
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Table 4.11
MAXIMUM RAW MATERIAL BORDER PRICE EQUIVALENT NECF.SSARYTO MAINTAIN {)PC
COEFFICIENT AT UNITY UNDER ALTERNATIVE OIL PRICE SCENARIOS
(founded to neaurestcentavos)
MOLASSES-BASEDDISTILLERIES
Mode] I (Annexed) Model It (Autonomous) Model II (Annexed}
Critical Raw Border Price Critical Raw Border Price Cariti¢_lRaw Berder Price
MaterialPrice Equivalent Materie] Price Equi_'e]ent Material Price Equivalent
[P/ton) (S/ton) [1P_ton] ($¢_on) (f/ton) {S/ton)
A. PARAMETRIC SCENARIOS
1.20% ForeignExchangePremium
- Critical Prices
- Oil PriceScenarios
a, $25/b_1 476.56 36.10 283.63 21.49 329.48 24.96
b. $27/bbl 536.47 40.64 210.8"_ 23.55 361.81 27.41
0'_ c. $301bbl 622.05 47.12 429.19 32.51 502.64 38.08
I_ d. $33/bbt 707.62 53.61 514.81 39.00 604.50 45.80
e. $35/bbl 733.28 55.55 540.50 40.95 635.07 48.11
SUGARCANE-BASED DISTILLERIES
Model II Mode]II Modal llI
{Autonomousw/ (AutonomcwJS) {Autonomous)
FarmE_)
Critical Raw Border Pdce Critical Raw Border Price Critica@Raw BorderPrice
Mateci_lPrice Equi_'_lent Matotiat Price Equivateut Matorial Price Equivalent
(1"lton} (4lib) if'/ton) {¢/lb) if'/ton) (411b}
-- CriticalPrices
-- Oil Price Scenarios
a. $25/bbl 27,91 1.65 70.00 4.13 (141.93) (8.38)
b. $27,t'b'bl 33.46 1.98 75.55 4.46 (125.,88) (7.43)
c. $30_bI 57.63 3.40 90.72 5.89 (I02_5} (6.0&)
d. $33/bbl 75.11 4.43 117.20 6.92 ('/7,66} (4.58)
e. $35/bbl 80.36 4.74 122.45 7.23 (-/3.14-) (4.32)
Talx_ 4.11 {continued)
MOLASSF-.S-BASED DISTILLERIES
Model ! (Annexed) Mode_ I! |Auwr_omous) Model I| (Arn_ed)
CriticalRaw Berdmrpjice L_rltj_alRaw BorderPr_.e CriffcadRaw BorderPft_e
M_rial Price [-quiwal_nt _teaial _rice F,,quiwaIer_t Ma_dal I_ice Equhralmt
(e/t_) _/ton) piton) {SIenA (P_n) {S/ton)
2. FX,_prernium Scenarios
a. 10% 557.45 46.07 390.16 32.24 455.11 37.61
b. 20% 622.05 47.12 429.19 32.5_ 502.66 35.08
c. 30% 700.58 48.99 468.23 32.74 550.57 38.50
B. TREND SCENARIOS
1- Crude Oil Real Pric_ Increase
a. at2% 74Q.93 56.13 553,89 41.96 65"L01 49.32
b. at 5% 959.73 "/2.71 786A1 59.58 927,63 70.28
_ Materiz( Price 'ncrc_e
a, a_2% 622.05 47.12 429.19 3,2,52 502,64 38.08
b. at 5% 622,05 47,12 429 A9 32.51 ._02.64 38.08
SUgARCANE-BASED DISIILLERIES
Model II Model It Model Itl
(Autonomous w/ (AuCanomous) (Autonomous)
Farm E_tate)
Crldcal Paw Boc'derPrice Critical Raw Border Price CrJtical Raw Border Price
Material Price Equivalent Material Price Eq_uhvalent Matelial Price EquivMent
_PpOn) (¢_b) _'/Ion) (_,_b} (rhon} (¢llb)
2. FX_ Premium S_narios
a. 10% 51.46 3.31 90,77 5.8A {1_8..27) (7.61)
b. 20% 57.63 3,40 99.72 5.89 (102.95) {6.0B)
e. 30% 79.94 4.36 108.67 5.92 II07.141 I5.84)
B. TREND SCENARIOS
1.CrudeO{I I_al Price Increase
a. at 2% 91.32 5.39 125.18 7,40 (56.74) (3.35}
b. at5% 156,32 9.23 172.66 _0.19 35,46 (2,09)
2, Raw Ma_.rial Price Incr_e
a. at 2% Y/'.63 3.40 99.72 5.89 (102.95) (6,07)
b, at 5% 57.63 3.4'0 99.72. 5.89 (102.95} (6,O71
Table 4.12
MINIMUM CRUDE OIL IMPORT PRICE ($/bbl) AND REAL EX-REFINERY GASOLINE cost (1F'fliter)
NECESSARYTO MAINTAIN DRC=I.0UNDER ALTERNATIVE RAW MATERIAL PRICE SCENARIOS
(roundedto thenearestcentavos.)
A. PARAMETRIC SCENARIOS
1. 20% ForeignExchangePremium
MOLASSE_BASED DISTILLERIES: Model I (Annexed) Model I! (Autonomous) Model II (Annexed)
Gasoline CrudeOil Gasoline CrudeO[I Gasoline CrudeOil
Price Import Price Price Import Price Price Import Price
- CriticatPrices (1P/liter) ($/bbl) (P/liter) ($/bbl) (f'/liter) ($/bbI)
- MolassesPriceScenarios
a. $20/ton 1.59 17.69 2.18 24.32 2.07 23.11
b. $30/ton 2.00 22.23 2.59 28.86 2.42 26.92¢h
_. c. $40/ton 2.40 26.77 3.00 33;39 2.76 30.73
d. $50/'ton 2.81 31.30 3.40 37.93 3.10 34.54
e. $60/ton 3.22 3S.84 3.81 42.46 3.44 38.35
SUGARCANE-BASED DISTILLERIES: Model II1 Model II Model Ill
(Autonomouswith (Autonomous) {Autonomous)
Farm Estate)
Gasoline CrudeOil Gasoline CrudeOil Gasoline CrudeOil
- Critical Pri_es - Price Import Price Price Import Price Price | rnportPri_e
(1='/liter) ($/bbl) (1P/liter) ($/bbl) (P/liter) ($/bbl)
- Raw SugarPriceScenario
a, _8/Ib 3.84 42.73 3.20 35.65 5.45 60.70
b. _12]1b 4.89 54.50 4.26 47.42 6.33 70.47
c. _14jlb 5.41 60.28 4.77 53.20 6.76 75.26
d. _1711b 6.21 69.16 5.57 62.08 7.4'2 82.64
e. _20/Ib 6.99 77.82 6.35 70.74 8.06 89.83
Table 4_12 {contimued)
MOIJI_Srr._ASED DISTILLERIES
Model I Model II Model I1
(Annexed) (Aul_lomous) (Annexed)
Gasoline Crude Oil Gasoline Crude Oil Gaso]_ine Crude Oil
Pr_e Price Price Price PHce Price
_PJ?ite.r) _$,,fbbl) (P/limr) ($,/550 OP/lil0er) ,_$]bbl]
2. FX_Prcmium Scenarios
a. 10% 1.89 23.01 2-41 29,28 2,25 27,35
b. 20_ 2.00 22.23 2,59 28.86 2.42 26.92
¢. 30% 2.05 2T.13 2.77 28.50 2.58 26.55
B. TREND SCENARIOS
1. Crude Ofl Real Price Increase
a. at 2% 2.00 22  H 2.59_,86 2.42 26.92
b. at 5% 2.00 22.23 2.59 28.86 2.42 26.92'
2. Raw Material Price increase
Oh a. at2% 2.16 24.08 Z76 30,80 2.56 28.55
b at 5% 2_47 27.50 3,09 34.42 2.84 31.60
SUGARCANE.BASED DISTILLERIES
Model I11 Model 11 Medel I11
(Autenomous w_th [Autonomous) (Au¢onemous)
FanrnEsta_)
Gase_ine Crude Oil Gasoline Crude Oil Gase_ne Crude Oi(
Price Price _rice Prlo_ Ih'ice Price
(Ptlitcr) ($/bbl) (P/liter) ($]bb|) (1P/C,t._) (S_obl)
2. FX_ Premi_n'rScenarios
a. 10% 4.50 54.76 4+'03 49.06 6.17 74.99
b. 20% 4.89 54.50 4,26 47.42 6.33 70.47
c. 30% 5.04 5t,78 4,28 46,03 6.70 68.89
B. TREND SCENARIOS
1. Crude Oil Real Price Pncrease
a. at 2% 4-.89 _I.50 4,26 47.42 6.32 70A7
b. at 5% 4,g9 54.50 4.26 47.42 6.32 70.47
2. Raw Material Price '_ncrease
a. at 2% 5.47 60.97 4.69 52.31 6,83 76.08
b. at5% 6.59 73.43 5.51 61.41 7.83 87._c7
strong comparative advantage of small-scale annexed molasses-based
distilleries.
Regional Comparative Advantage in
Ethanol Production
The DRC can also be used to investigate the Iocational problem
in investment decisions. In the case of ethanol, it would seem likely
that comparative advantage would be determined more by agricultural
rather than industrial factors in view of the importance of the feed-
stock. Comparative advantage in this study, therefore, is analyzed in
different sugar mill districts, • conveniently grouped into regions.•
Sugarcane production and milling data by mill district were ob-
tained from cost survey worksheets prepared by the Research and
Development crew of Philsucom for CY 1976. Assumption used to
adjust or convert private into economic costs and break these down
into domestic and tradable components are found in Cryde (1983).
Resulting economic cane production costs by region for CY 1976
is reproduced in Appendix 3. Regional data represent costs for the
following mill districts: Manaoag (llocos); Paniqui, Pasudeco, Pasu-
mil, Tarlac, Bataan (Central Luzon); Calamba, Balayan, Don Pedro
(Southern Tagalog); Asturias, Bacolod-Murcia, Talisay-Silay, Biscom
(Western Visayas); andBogo-Medellin (Eastern Visayas).
Relative cost ratios (regional cost to national cost) applied on the
1983 sugarcane production cost value in Table 4.5 were used to ob-
tain regional sugarcane production cost estimates for 1983. After
adjusting for the 20 percent foreign exchange premium and adding
transport cost, regional mill gate prices (or distillery cane processing
site) were obtained. The same procedure used in Table 4.5 was then
applied to derive the implied regional economic cost of molassesand
sugarcaneand molasses unit costs, by region broken down into trad-
able and domestic components for 1983.
•Table 4.13 presents the estimated unit costs of sugarcane and
molasses by region in 1983. With a national average unit cost of
_143/ton for sugarcane, the regional unit costs range from t_119/ton
(llocos) to t_156/ton (Eastern Visayas). The low unit costs of sugar-
cane in Ilocos are largely explained more by the fact that sugarlands
in the region are still confined to the more productive areas while
in other sugar districts especially in the Visayas, the sugarlands are
overextended to include submarginal crop lands. Perhaps one can
argue that the sugar districts that represented the region in the survey
are not representative judging from the small number of sample size
on non-sugar regions such as Ilocosl With regard to molasses unit
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Table 4.13
ESTIMATED SUGARCANE AND MOLASSES UNIT COSTS BY REGION, 1983(PesosPer Ha.)
I
Tol_J Tr_aLb4_ O_c TolJd T.'a,_bPo "Donmsd¢ Tc_d Triable Dome_ldc T,1¢_ l_(_ _ To_al
At Ma_i_=_
_muJ.l,ZOE,R 3,527 373 3,1_ 5,1_7 6_1
FmleiF £ x_,,lm._ I_n_n_rr, 3,602 _ 3,1_ 5,.2_7 ?_1 +,5._
 T_al_p,_,tCost_ Mirl 3,459 ],672 _.797 7,784 2,_ $,3.B4 7,13_ 2,Tq3
,_ 20%F_ E_ 4,_'3 7,2&1 1,TSS _,493
Pn=mJuml 954 53_0 424 11S_ _ 535 ] _913 _,[_3 8_(2 "_,_95 _,R45 709 1,361 756 E.D5 ?,735 977
TOTAL COST AT _ILLGATE 4,556 5rP,B 3,57& E44E. | ,¢25 $,021 10,3P,2 2,755 7,,E-T7 9,27_ 5,2kl6 6,0_3 &_4d17 2,,B9_' 5,598 9,D39 2,765 7,B]
C,in_ yi_ 318.14 46,37 76.5| 63.7_ 5,4,¢_. 6,31)B 6.274
'LR,IIT ,13(L_;TPERTOPeCelJME _l'_45 _ 39.¢.T T35.6'_ 147_3 T56.T1
B. /_Ec_ _ 1¢3.t8
E,. _t#/
- Sulw_ Co_t=_
P_nmium 4,_._ 'g'Tg 3_57;g (_,4,¢15 1,4._ 5,025 1o,392
Mgllr,_ CcsLA_iiu_led 2_735 7,6.=17 9,379 3,28.E. 6,1_'3 _,497 2,;_ 5,595 9,G'_" 2,765 6,274
G:_, 190_ 5,';9_ _ 5,507 _,342" 52'? '¢,0T5
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costs, however, it seems that the regional comparative advantage dif-
fers relative to sugarcane production. The national average unit cost
per ton of molasses ex-mill in 1983 was about t_99[ton. Only the
Southern Tagalog region exhibited a unit cost oft_79/ton which was
lower than the national average while the unit cost ranged from
_1 00/ton (Western Visayas) to _115/ton (llocos). This may suggest
that the national average was heavily influenced by the sample farms
in Southern Tagalog or that same farms were excluded in the deriva-
tion of regional unit cost since these farms were located in other
regions.
Given the varying regional costs, Table 4.14 summarizes the esti-
mated DRC coefficients of the six basic models of alcogas distilleries
in five different regions. As in the overall DRC estimates, the sugar-
based distilleries exhibit higher than one coefficients or negative
values implying that in the selected regions they are economically
noncompetitive. So investment decision is focused on molasses-based
distilleries among the different regions. At the base case, it seems
that all three proposed molasses-baseddistilleries are competitive in
all five regions. But among the five regions, Southern Tagalog has the
greatest comparative advantage for the three molasses-baseddistille-
ries since the DRC coefficients are lowest in this region. Perhapsthe
low coefficients are largely due to the lowest unit cost of molasses in
the region vis-a-vis the others. Western Visayas is the next region
with lowest DRC coefficients in the three molasses-baseddistilleries
while Eastern Visayas ranks third with highest comparative advan-
tage. On a regional basis, however, it seems that the regional DRC
coefficients suggest that Model I annexed molasses-baseddistillery is
the most appropriate type of alcogas plant to set up. Consequently,
the regional DRC coefficients reconfirm the earlier findings on the
strong competitiveness of molasses-basedsmall scale annexed distil-
lery.
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Table 4.14
DOMESTIC RESOURCECOST ESTIMATES OF ALCOGAS PRODUCTION BY REGION
Central Southern Western Easterni Iocos
Luzon Tagalog Visayas Visayas Philippines
Molasses-Based Distilleries:
Model I (annexed) 0.57 0.56 0.5] 0.52 0.53 0.52
Model II (autonomous) 0.85 0.84 0.79 0.80 0.81 0.80
Model II (annexed) 0.67 0.65 0.59 0.6t 0.62 0.61Gr_
_D
Sugarcane-BasedDistilleries:
Model II (autonomouswith
farm estate) (3.40) (6.8I) (4.40) (3.64) (5.05) (4.33)
Model II (autonomous) (120.52) 8.60 20.60 12I .98 13.65 22.0I
Model III (autonomous) (5.30) (8.11) (6.25) (5.54) (6.81) (6.19)
Chapter 5
•EVALUATION OF THE PHILIPPINE COCODIESEL PROGRAM
Unlike the alcogas program, the cocodiesel program lacks an
institutional backup and a more concrete schemeof implementation.
Apparently, the ad hoc nature of the cocodiesel program depended
on the coconut world market and domestic coconut production. So
unlike the alcogasprogram, which is coordinated by severalgovern-
ment agenciessuch as PNAC and Philsucom,the cocodieselprogram
is under the administration of the Philippine Coconut Authority
(PCA). This chapter denotes broad analysis of the cocodieselpro-
gram since the program has become merely a part of the package
to rationalize the coconut oil milling industry rather than as a
program primarily intended to diversify energy sources.The first
section briefly discussesthe c0codiesel program. Then, the next one
summarizes the production process of cocodieselproduction. And
finally, the last section presents the broad evaluation of the program
in terms of comparative analysis of exportable coconut oil vis-a-vis
Cocodiesel usage.
The Philippine Cocodiesel Program
The original version of the Ministry of Energy's Ten-Year Energy
Program 1979-1988 (published February 1979) never explicitly
mentioned cocodiesel as potential alternative non-conventional fuel.
With the sluggish world coconut oil market and aggravated by excess
coconut milling capacities, the government suddenly included coco-
nut oil as a major non-conventional fuel. In fact, in the updated
Philippine Energy Development Program 1982-1987 (published April
1982) the cocodiesel program has assumed a greater part than the
well conceived alcogas program.
Table 5.1 summarizes the projected energy contribution of non-
conventional energy sources during 1982-87. The Energy Plan pro-
jected a constant barrel of coconut oil equivalent of about 343
thousand barrels during the planning period. Since the total non-
conventional energy systems are expected to have increasing contri-
• bution from about 627 to 1,941 TBOE, the share of coconut oil is
projected to decline. In 1982, coconut oil should contribute 55 per-
cent to the total non-conventional energy which steadily would de-
cline to nearly 18 percent in 1987. However, compared to alcohol
fuel which is the next most important non-conventional motor
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Table 5.1
PROJECTED ENERGY CONTRIBUTION OF NON-CONVENTIONAL ENERGY SYSTEMS
(In ThousandBarrelsof Oil Equivalent)
1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987
CoconutOil 343.27 343.27 343.27 343.27 343.27 343.27
Alcohol 34.98 47.22 47.22 47.22 47.22 47.22
Solar WaterHeating 1.78 2.51 3.67 4.10 4.54 5.12
Biogas 26.88 29.60 32.96 34.78 36.59 38.41
ProducerGas 6.36 9.53 t2.94 17.93 24.29 32.01
Pyrolysis 0.80 1.60 3.20 4.79 7.T7 10.34
Windmill (Electric Generation) 0.08 0.35 1.24 1.91 3.23 3.30
Windmill (WaterPumping) 0.08 0.10 0.I 1 0.12 0.I2 0.13
Agri-drier 0.48 0.72 1.07 1.31 1.54 1.78
Solar Drier 0.20 0.22 0.27 0.33 0.44 0.60
Photovol talc 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.04
Sub-Total 414.92 435.13 445.97 455.78 468.44 482.22
Dendrothermal 212.00 401.00 635.00 891.00 1,168.00 1,459.00
T O T A L 626.92 836.13 1,080.97 1,346.78 1,636.44 1,941.22
Source: Ministry of Energy.Philippine Energy L)evetopmentProgram 1982-1987 (April 1982).
vehicle fuel, coconut oil contributes more to the total non-conven-
tional energy systems. Coconut oil would account for more than
seven times the amount of alcohol fuel even after the fuel imple-
mentation of the programs.
The greater emphasis on cocodiesel against alcogas has been ex-
plained by the reported gasoline surplus in early 1982. On the other
hand, domestic refinery production of diesel hasbeen falling short of
demand, requiring additional diesel imports. Consequently the Cabi-
net initiated the cocodiesel program on a nationwide scale in mid-
1982. Actual use on pilot scale in 1981 officially demonstrated the
feasibility of using the cocodiesel blend on stationary and motor
engines. Fleet buses of Pantranco North Expressway Corporation,
Metro Manila Transit Corporation, and the Philippine National
Railways were used in the experiment. A blend of 30 percent coco-
nut oil and 70 percent diesel fuel was considered technically feasible.
However, it was officially admitted that this 30-70 percent blend
reduced mileage by some 5 percent compared to petroleum diesel.
Initially, the United Coconut Oil Mills were to supply at least
40,000 metric tons to be used ascocodiesel blend during the latter
half of 1982. On an annual basis,this coconut oil volume would have
accounted for only 2 percent. During the period, coconut oil deli-
veries were estimated to cost 1_3.01 per liter, slightly higher than ex-
refinery diesel costs, but retail prices were kept at current diesel fuel
• Prices. Specific taxes and special fund imposts applicable to petro-
leum diesel were not applied to cocodiesel. It was reported that the
price support or subsidy was put at about _19.1 million annually.
The foreign exchange savingsdue to foregone diesel imports, at cur-
rent prices, were estimated at about $20 million (roughly _166
million at the current official exchange rate).
In mid-1982, the Cabinet decision assured that the cocodiesel
program will be pushed through regardlessof the market conditions
of world coconut. To this end, a minimum of 60,000 metric tons of
cocodiesel is mandated independent of the vagaries of the world
markets for coconut oil or diesel fuel. Moreover, to assure uniform •
product quality, the Bataan, Shell,• and Caltex refineries were pin-
pointed to blend coconut oil with diesel •fuel. Given the start up
period, it was scheduled that cocodiesel should be available at filling
stations nationwide by july 1982.
Near the end of 1982, however, it seemsthat the cocodiesel pro-
gram has been re-oriented as a way to rationalize the coconut oil
milling industry than as an energy development program. A Presiden-
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tial Directive issued on 1 September 1982 ordered that the coco-
diesel program forms part of the rationalization program of the coco-
nut industry. More important, it specified that production of inter-
mittent exporters of coconut products and the excessproduction of
those primarily producing for the domestic market should be chan-
nelled to the cocodiesel program. To implement this directive, PCA
promulgated rules and regulations and identified the coconut oil
mills/millers and desiccators that should participate in the cocodiesel
program.
The criteria of PCA for coconut mills/millers and desiccators in-
cluded in the program are as follows: (1) must not be operational for
the past two calendar years at more than 65 percent of annual rated
capacity, (2) must not have exported at least an averageof 40,000
metric tons per annum of coconut oil based on their last two calen-
dar year performances as indicated in their PCA reports. Some 47
coconut mills/millers and desiccators were identified by PCA in
October 1982 as participants of the cocodiesel program. It seems the
cocodiesel program was unattractive as the PCA had required to
enlist participants to the program. Most of the firms included, almost
by definition, were either inefficient and/or new entities.
So far, however, official report on the cocodiesel program from 25
October 1982 to 10 February 1983 indicated that only four of the
participants, namely Procter and Gamble PMCI Philippine Refining
Co., Imperial Vegetable Oil Co., and Southern Leyte Co., delivered
coconut oil to the cocodiesel program. Moreover, volume of delivery
was not encouraging 9,000 MT (November), 3,350 MT and 9,100 MT
(January 1983). Definitely, the actual deliveries were way below the
40,000 MT minimum requirement called for in the cocodiesel pro-
gram. And in February 1983, due largely to the protests of bus
operators and other intended users, there were no deliveries of coco-
nut oil for the cocodiesel program and the program was virtually
shelved for prosperity.
CocodieselProduction Process
Cocodiesel is a mixture of coconut oil and diesel fuel. Unlike the
feedstocks in alcohol fuel, the coconut oil raw material needs no fur-
ther chemical or physical processing. The production process requires
only 1) the raw materials, coconut oil and diesel fuel, 2) a large
container or mixture tanks, 3) storage tanks, 4) stirring equipment or
a blending machine, 5) measuring instruments, and 6) filters or fun-
nels. It is important to note, however, that the containers or tanks
must be clean and dry as the presence of moisture in the fuel will
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damage engine Parts. Metal containers must also be free from rust.
In a huge container, coconut oil is stirred thoroughly with diesel
fuel according to the blending proportion desired. The mixture is
then allowed to stand for a while to enable particulates to settle at
the bottom of the container. With a filtering funnel, the cocodiesel
mix is strained into the storage container. No particulates should
pass through the strain since they will clog engine filters and might
cause trouble to the engine. Storage containers should be sealed and
located away from sources of fire.
Since coconut oil is a non-conventional energy source, it is
important to know the processes involved in its production. There
are two methods of coconut oil expelling, namely, the wet and the
dry processing. Wet processing is highly capital intensive and it is
rarely used in developing countries. It is also more complicated than
the conventional extraction of oil, from copra or the dry processing
method.
There are numerous methods of wet processing of which the
more popular ones are: the primitive method, Robledano-Luzuriaga
method, Krauss-naffei, KM/CFTRI, Chayen-ir, ICAITI process, Car-
ver-Greenfield process, etc. Although the wet process methods are
modern and scientific, it seems they are uneconomical to use because
they are more capital intensive and are more advantageous for edible
coconut oil. In short, for cocodiesel, the dry methods appear the
most cost effective. --
Although there are two general dry processing methods (non-
hydraulic and hydraulic), the production flow is somewhat similar.
To extract oil, the coconut meat or kernel is dried up to 5 percent
moisture content (copra). Oil is extracted from copra through the
use of a mechanical press or expeller or through a combination of an
expeller and solvent. The copra is cleaned, ground, and steam-dried
before it is fed into a high pressure screw press or expeller machine.
The resulting oil is filtered of residue and stored in tanks. After the
first extraction, the residue or copra cake still contains substantial
amounts of oil. The solvent method is used to extract residual oil.
The copra cake is steam-heated with a suitable solvent, usually
hexane, and the oil in the cake is dissolved. Then the solvent and the
oil are separated from the solid pieces of copra cake. The solvent is
then removed for re-use by evaporation. Finally, the extracted oil is
filtered and stored in tanks.
Evaluation of the Cocodiesel Program
Unlike the alcogas projects, the cocodiesel program is relatively
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easier to evaluate since the program seems to face technical infeasi-
bility. While not officially accepted, the feasibility of cocodiesel pro-
gram is highly questionable even on the first step of technical evalua-
tion. Reliable reports indicate that while laboratory experiments
conducted show encouraging results, the commercial implementation,
however, was bogged down for technical reasons.Among the techni-
cal snags, the storage of coconut oil in commercially large containers
shows some destructive elements that are very expensive to eliminate
or even reduce at acceptable levels. More important, engine endu-
rance remains a big factor. Among the problems noted are carbon
buildup, coking of fuel-injector nozzle; clogging of fuel lines, and
contamination of crankase oil with vegetable oil resulting in polyme-
rization and possible engine failure. Even the well-heralded "die-
selite" program which usesup to 90 percent of coconut oil proposed
by Globus Resources Ltd. (of New York) has been rejected by the
Philippine officials on questions of technical feasibility more than
economics.
To be sure, however, while technical snagsmay hamper the viabi-
lity of the cocodiesel program, it seems worthwhile also to consider
the economic angle in case the program solvesthe technical questions
in the near future. Assuming that the cocodiesel program would turn
technically feasible, the economic evaluation appears relatively sim-
ple compared to the alcogas program. For one, while the alcogas
program needs huge capital and other scarce resources to transform
feedstocks into ethanol, cocodiesel fuel, as summarized in the pre-
vious section, simply requires mixing/blending facilities. So in evalua-
ting the cocodiesel program the use of DRC, NPV, EROR are not as
relevant as in alcogas projects. Clearly, the cocodiesel program is
merely a question of decision whether to export coconut oil or
blend it with petrodiesel for domestic use. In short, the main issue
is what to do with the domestically produced coconut-oil - exporta-
tion or consumption. Accordingly, regardless of market distortions,
exportable coconut oil is equally affected as it is if it were domestic-
ally consumed as fuel blends. It therefore follows that the simple
but proper way to evaluate the cocodiesel program is to compare the
benefit of displacing imported diesel fuels with the costs of forsaking
equivalent units of coconut oil for export earnings.
To begin with, however, it is quite relevant to note that the coco-
nut oil production in the country has been considered economically
viable inspire of unfavorable .government policy matrix. Studies by
independent researcherssuggestthat the Philippines has great compa-
rative advantage in producing coconut oil products. Bautista and
Tecson in (Bautista, Power, and Associates 1979) estimated a DRC
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of P'3.48 for coconut oil industry in 1974. With an estimated shadow
exchange rate of _8.86 to $I in 1974, the DRC coefficient is very
low at .39 implying strong comparative advantage in coconut oil
production. A more detailed analysis of the industry estimated the
DRC coefficient for copra in 1976 and for various Philippine regions.
Although the results seem out of date and refer to copra only
(rather than coconut oil), the estimated results give some idea on the
comparative advantage of the Philippines in the production of coco-
nut oil. Table 5.2 reproduces the estimated DRC and coefficients by
Clarete and Roumasset (1983). It shows that the six leading coconut
regions have strong comparative advantage in supplying the major
feedstocks for coconut oil milling. DRC coefficients range from .54
(Visayas) to .57 (Southern Luzon).
The strong comparative advantage of the economy in coconut
oil production, however, does not necessarily reflect the social via-
bility of the cocodiesel program. As already indicated, the more
appropriate test is the comparative attractiveness of blending coco-
nut oil with diesel for domestic sale rather than exporting the semi-
raw material products. In this respect, there is an estimate of the net
foreign exchange losses of the cocodiesel program under various
coconut oil prices. In the computation, the following assumptions
are used: 1) annual investment oft_1.315 million for three storage
tanks, 2) t_32/100 kg. price of copra and typical yield of 0.62 kg:
coconut oil/kg, of copra, 3) diesel cost CIF of $32.45/bbl, 4) specific
tax of t_0.255/liter, special fund of P'O.03S/liter, and consumer price
equalization fund of _0.168/liter, and 5) exchange rate of_10 to
$1.
Table 5.3 summarizes the results of the estimates of net foreign
exchange losses due to the cocodiesel program under different pos-
sible coconut oil prices (CIF New York). With the minimum 60,000
MT/year target output, the direct foreign exchange annual costs
increase from $16.9 million to $146.4 million as coconut oil price
increasesfrom 20_/Ib. to 30¢/ib. As the targetted capacity increases
to the maximum of 141,500 MT/year, the estimated foreign ex-
change lossesbecome higher - from $39.9 million to $345.4 million
per year. The volume of expected foreign exchange foregone due to
the use of coconut oil in the cocodiesel program seemslarge enough
to question the economic wisdom of the project. They represent a
substantial amount to have significan't impact on the balance of pay-
ments. Moreover, the cocodiesel program carries with it substantial
reduction in government revenues due to foregone taxes associated
with the program. Even with the minimum target of 60,000MT/year
of cocodiesel output, the foregone taxes were put at t_61.0 million
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Table 5.2
DOMESTIC RESOURCE COSTS IN COPRA PRODUCTION
BY REGION: 1976
(Per Medic Ton)
Southern Central Westem Ne_'them
Luzon Mindoro Visayas Visayas _ Mindanao
Costs (Pesos)
LaborI 513.57 505.37 416.69 293. 5 360.07 332.32
Rent 726.30 653.67 847.97 932.52 908.29 969.22
Interest 75.68 75.68 27.35 35.27 49.23 42.96
Depreciation 94.43 94.43 63.08 68.75 54.82 41.24
Others 6.19 2.04 7.15 3.98 7.33 6.21
Marketing 110.00 160.00 90.00 110.00 130.00 120.00
Subtotal 1,526.17 1,491.19 1,452.84 t ,444.07 1,509.74 1,511.95
Operator's 76.31 74.56 72.64 72.20 75.49 75.60
-,a
,._ OpportuniW
Cost 2
Total 1,602.48 1,565.75 1,525.48 1,516.27 1,585.23 1,587.55
Returns (US $)3 258.97 258.97 258.97 258.97 258.97 258.97
DRC (Pesos/US$) 6.19 6.05 5.89 5.86 6.12 6.t 3
Comparative Advantage4
DRC/OE R 0.83 0.81 0.79 0179 0.82 0.82.
DRCISER 0.57 0.55 0.54 0.54 0.56 0.56
1The Harberger shadowwage rate is used.The figures reported here are corrected for householdand operator's labor and for
interest of the wagesto labor (54 percent of hired labor costs).
2 It is estimated at 5 percentof subtotal cosL
3Three year averageof f.o.b, copra pricescentered at 1976.
4Assuminga shadowexchangerate of P10.94 or 32 percent over the official exchan_ rate (=t=7.44).
Source: R.L. Clarete and J. A. Roumasset,"An Analysisof the Economic PoliciesAffecting the Philippine Coconut Industry,"
•Philippine Institute for DevelopmentStudies Working PaperNo. 8308, 1983.
Tabie 5.3
ANNUAL FOREIGN EXCHANGE COSTSAND FOREGONE TAXES WITH THE
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PHILIPPINE COCODIESEL PROGRAM
(In Mitlion Pesos/Year)
CoconutOil Price(_/Lb. CIF, New York)
20.0 22.0 24.0 26.0 28.0 30.0
Net Foreign Exchange Costs with 0.259 0.655 1.052 1.448 ] .844 2.240
Levy (f'/Liter)
A t Minimum: 60, 000 M 1-/Year
Qo Direct Foreign Exchange Costs 16.9 42.8 68.7 94.6 120.5 146.4
Foregone Taxes 61.0 61.0 61.0 61.0 6! .0 61.0
Total Impact 77.9 103.8 129.7 155.6 181.5 207.4
At Maximum: 141,500 MT/Year
Direct Foreign ExchangeCosts 39.9 101.0 162.2 223.3 284.4 345.4
Foregone Taxes 143.7 143.7 143.7 143.7 143.7 143.7
Total lmpact 183.6 244.7 305.9 367.0 428.1 489.1
per year. Considering the foreign exchange losses and huge foregone
taxes, the cocodiesel program seems economically unattractive espe-
cially at higher coconut oil prices.
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Chapter 6
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The main rationale of the alcogas and cocodiesel programs is to
develop an indigenous renewable energy source to partially substitute
for petroleum imports so that net foreign exchange may be saved.
As a natural consequence, moreover, the production of alcogas and
cocodiesel from biomass is envisoned to wield a host of benefits on
other socioeconomic concerns. These include: a) diversification and
stabilization of the sugar and coconut oil markets and start of rela-
ted chemical industry; b) increase in rural employment and incomes,
enhancement of rural employment skills through the introduction of
new technologies, improved income distribution, and abatement of
rural to urban migration; c) improvement in land productivity
through more efficient land use and research and extension support
services; d) mobilization of rural savings through induced small-
farmers equity investment in distillery complexes; and e) increase in
industrial output through local components fabrication and develop-
ment of ancillary industries. Despite these attractions, the present
state of biomass technology tends to greatly limit the effective imple-
mentation of the alcogas and cocodiesel programs. And this may fur-
ther be constrained by conflicting political-economic interests.
For one_ in the immediate future, practical difficulties in orga-
nizing successful agro-industry-energy systems _ould hinder alcogas
and cocodiesel production on a large economic scale. Except for
Brazil, there is a general dearth of experience in the construction of
alcogas plants of differentsizes and in different locations. Similarly,
with the rejection of Globus proposed dieselite project, there seems
to be no reputable commercial experience of cocodiesel in any of the
major coconut oil importing and exporting countries. Hence, a great
deal of uncertainty concerning the reliability of cost estimates pre-
pared by project proponents exists. This uncertainty is greater for
plants based on raw materials other than sugarcane, molasses, and
coconut oil since practically no industrial scaleexperience with such
plants are available anywhere. Even then, factors such as the avail-
ability of local equipment and local construction, en_cineering,and
managerial capabilities as well as inherent Iocational differences may
have a significant effect on project costs. Evidently, the overall effect
of these uncertainties has been to drastically scale down regional
program targets, discourage search by project proponents for mate-
rials other than sugar juice and molassesas biomass feedstocks, and
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limit the distilleries rehabilitated and so far planned to those with
small scales.
The possibility of biomass production on a large scale has fur-
thermore raised the question of whether and to what extent such a
development is likely to increase competition for land and other agri-
cultural resources that could otherwise produce food .or commercial
crops. The recurrent issue presented by some sectors is whether the
Philippines has enough agricultural resources to engage in energy
crop production at reasonable costs without harming traditional
production structures in domestic and export markers. Also, there
are issues questioning the actual social impact of the program's ex-
pected income generation and redistribution and whether these issues
are real or not. There remains the underlying suspicion that the
energy, industry, and agricultural sector's participation in the fuel
program is independently influenced by conflicting bureaucratic
interests. Fortunately, the effects of these may have been to inhibit
bureaucratic coordination as well as delay program implementation
and acceptance of large scale projects.
Given these Considerations, it becomes apparent that economic
criteria alone cannot spell out successful implementation of the
Philippine non-conventional fuel program. Nevertheless, analysis of
the economics of biomass-based alternative fuel under different
production alternatives and assumptions is a stepping stone to policy
actions.
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Appendix 1
BASE CASE ESTIMATED ECONOMIC COST-BENEFIT STREAMS BY DISTILLERY TYPE
(at constant 1983 _000)
molasses-BasedDistilleries
model I Model II Model II
(Annexed) (Autonomous) (Annexed)
TECHNICAL SPECIFICA TtON5
Investment Period I year 1 year 1 year
Distillew Life 15 years (tl-15) 16 years (tl-16} 16 years (tl-16)
Fermentation Process Yeast Recycte Continuous Batch Continuous Batch
Nominal Capacity 12,000 K1/year 39,600 Kl/year 39,600 KI/yearOo
Operating Period 300 days/year 330 days/year 330 days/year
Raw Material Requirement 34,030t/year 122,100t/year i 02,630t/year
Ethano[ Yield 324 t/t molasses 324 I/t molasses 476 [/t mofasses
Marketed By-Prod ucts None 19,800t CO2/year 19,800t CO2/year
1,584t Yeast/year 158t Yeast/year
ECONOMIC COST-BENEFt T STREA MS
INVESTMENT t_ t_ t_
Capital Expenditures 34,566 245,591 249 415
Preoperating Expenses 9t6 -- -
Preoperating Interest Expense 4,686 40,057 40,576
Initial Working Capital 1,144 6,866 6,437
TOTAL INVESTMENT COST 4t ,312 292,514 296,428
Appendix1 (continued)
Molasses-BasedDistilleries
Model I Model II Model I!
(Annexed) (Autonemous) (Annexed)
ANNUAL PRODUCTION COSTSAND RETURNS
CAPACITY BUILD-UP 5T:t00% tl: 100% t1:100%
EthanotValue 32,314 106,63.5 106,635
Value of By-Poducts - 22,142 22,142
TOTAL ECONOMIC RETURNS 32,314 128,777 128,777
Raw MaterialCost 14,660 48,352 40,641
- Direct labor 520 2,242 2,242
_o - Chemicals 120 1,884 1,884
- Utilities** 53 2,834 2,834
- Fuelsand Lubricants** 723 T9,889 17,124
- Miscellaneous 55 246 3,398
Other VariableCosts 1,471 27,09.5 27,482
- Maintenance 939 7,289 7,409
-- Overhead 652 4,045 3,867
- Others 747 36_5 365
FixedOperatingCosts 2,338 11,699 11,641
TOTAL ECONOMIC PRODUCTION COSTS 18,469 87,146 79,764
ANNUAL NET BENEFIT DISTILLERY 13,845 41,631 49,013OPERATIONS
ADDITIONS TO WORKING CAPITAL
(Working Capital Bull&up at
End of Distillery Life) (tl 5)1,444 (tl 6) 6,866 (tl 6) 6,437
lix 1 (con1nued)
Sugarcane-BasedDistilleries
Model II Model |1 Model III
(-Autonomous With (Autonomous) (Autonomous)
Farm Estate)
'HNICA L SPECIFICATtONS
westment Period 3 years I year 3 years
_istitlery Life 16 years(t3-18) t 6 years (tl-I 6} 20 years {t2-21)
ermentation Process Continuous Batch Continuous Batch Yeast Recycle
OO lominal Capacity 39,600 K1/year 39,600 KI/year 9,600 KI/year
)perating Period 330 days/year 330 days/year 200 days/year
',awMaterial Requirement 598,000t/year 598,00Or/year | 23,600t/year
!thanol Yietd 66 I/t cane 66 I/t cane 78 I/t.cane
4arketed By-Products 23,700t CO2/year 23,700t CO2/year None
1,188t Yeast/year 1,188t Yeast/year
Appendix1 (continued) Sugarcane-BasedDistilleries
Model |1 Model II Model Ill
(AutonomousWith
Farm Estate) (Autonomous) (Autonomous)
ECONOMIC COST-BENEFIT 5TREA MS
INVESTM ENT tc_ t_ t4_ t_ t_ t_ t_
Capital Expenditures 43,672, 10,I09 413,283 331,506 42,382 81,904 3t,894
Preoperating Expenses 2,858 4,358 6,580 - 876 3,921 -
Preoperating Interest Expense 7,437 10,51_ 79,825 54,022 6,143 18,463 24,443
Initial WorkingCapital - - 3,933 t,3t I -- -- 3,228
oo TOTAL INVESTMENT COST 53,967 24,978 503,62I 386,839 49,401 104,288 59,565
ANNUAL PRODUCTION COSTSAND RETURNS
CAPACITY BUILD-UP t3:100% tl: 100% t6:100%*
Ethanol Value 106,635 106,635 25,851
Value of By-Products 25,212 25,21 2 -
TOTAL ECONOMIC RETURNS 131,847 131,847 25,851
Raw Material Cost .121,561 121,561 25,125
- Direct labor 2,762 2,762 511
- Chemicals 1,884 1,884 1,188
-- Utilities** _ _
-- Fuelsand Lubricants** - _
- Miscellaneous 1,226 1,226 -
Appendix 1 (continued)
Sugarcane-BasedDistilleries
Model II Model II Model III
(AutonomousWith
Farm Estate) (Autonomous) (Autonomous)
Other Variable Costs 5,872 5,872 1,699
- Maintenance 10,014 10,014 4,724
-- Overhead 4,632 6,746 2,148
- Others - - 1,843
Fixed Operating Costs 14,646 16,460 8,715
TOTAL ECONOMIC PRODUCTION COSTS 142,079 144,193 35,539
ANNUAL NET BENEFIT FROM DISTILLERY
OPERATIONS (10,232) (12,346} (9,688)
ADDITIONS TO WORKING CAPITAL t3:3,670 t1:703 t6:48"**
(Working Capital Build-up at End
of Distillery Life) (t:18) 7,603 (t:t6) 2,014 (t:21) 3,228
*Capacity build-up is as follows: 67% (t2); 91% (t3); 95% (4}; 98% (t5); 100% (t6).
**Electric power and fuel for steam in sugarcane based plants are generated by bagasse. Water requirements are assumed obtained
from distillery site.
***Working Capital changes are as follows: -793(t2); 577(t3); 96{t4); 72(t5).
Appendix 2
HISTORICAL OIL AND GASOLI NE PRICES
1970-1983
RegularGasolinePriceBuildup(1P/Liter)2
World Crude
Oil Market CIF Import ConsumerPrice Energy Wholesale
Price1 Price Direct Oil Equalization Specific Development Posted Retail
($/bbl) ($fobl) CompanyTake Fund (CPEF)3 Tax Fund Price MaLrsinPrice
1970 n.a. 1.89 .]95 -- .08 - .28 +05 .33
1971 n.a+ 2.35 .22 - .08 -- .30 .OS .35
1972 n,a. 2.47 .22 - .08 -- .23 .22 .35
1973 2,22 3.18 .23 - .10 -- +32 +08 .40
1974 9.48 10.27 .64 - .27 .04 .95 .02 .97
1975 10.72 11+t8 .78 - .29 .04 1.12 .06 1.18
Oe 1976 1 t.SO "[t .97 .95 -- +33 .05 1.32 .07 1.39
•.a 1977 12.40 12.81 .99 - .44 .07 1.SO .08 1.58
1978 12.70 12.98 _F.00 -- .50 .09 1.$9 .08 1.66
1979 16.67 19.08 1+23 .10 .SS .28 2.16 .13 2.29
1980 28.00 30.99 2.03 .86 .83 .44 4.16 .20 4.36
1981 32.17 34.95 2.31 1.04 1.02 .44 4.81 .17 4.98
1982 34.00 33.79 2+31 1.02 1.06 .44 4.83 .02 4.85
1983 (July} 29.00 32.00 3+60 - 1+34 .68 5.62 .35 5.07
_Weightedaveragepriceof Arabian light crudeoil.
2Weightedaveragefor the year.
3In 1979 the CPEF wascreated to equalize the differentia_ between the variouscrudespurchasedby oil companiesand the
marker crude. In late 1980, the fund was used to subsidizeoil companies by the amount of difference between the pesocost of
crudeoil imports when the dollar exchangerate stood at P7.65 and that at the time of importation as of June 1983, the subsidy
stood at 27.._ centavosas theaverageof all for oit products.Short+yafter, the CPEF was abolishedand incorporated into the direct
oil company take component of gasolineprice.
Source: Philippine National Oil Commission.
Appendix 3
HISTORICAL SUGAR AND MOLASSESEXPORT PRICES
1970.1983
Raw Sugar Molasses
World Price* FOB Price FOB Price
C/Lb. S/Ton S/Ton S/Ton
1970 3.75 82.67 151.88 16.67
1971 4.52 99.65 155.67 16.57
1972 7.41 163.36 171.99 19.88
1973 9.59 211.42 186.32 31.15
1974 29.60 652.56 478.1 6 42.23
1975 20.49 451.72 597.33 50.25
1976 11.58 255.29 292.94 30.79
1977 8.11 178.79 209.32 37.30
1978 7.81 172.18 175.14 41.36
1979 9.66 212.96 183.91 58.08
1980 24.12 531.75 347.79 74.21
1981 16.89 372.36 436.64 100.67
1982 10.70 235.89 342.23 52.02
1983 Jan.-J une 7.67 169.09 245.32 43.94
Aug. 11.00 " 242.51 264.55 n.a.
*FOB Carribean Ports.
Sources: NCSO, Foreign TradeStatistics of the Philippines.
FAO, FAO Trade Yearbook.
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Appendix 4
IMPLIED ECONOMIC COSTOF CANE PRODUCTION BY REGION
CROP YEAR 1976/1977
(rfNectare)
I [ o c o s • CentralLuzon SouthemTagalo8
Total TradabJe Domestic Total Tradable Domestic Totat Tradable Domestic
VariableCosts
Direct labor 683 -- 683 726 - 726 1,089 - 1,089
Canepoints 10 - 10 104 - 104 7 - 7
Fertilizer 386 249 137 722 485 237 1,589 1,084 505
Chemicals - -- - 1 - 1 33 21 12
Animal-manservice 282 - 232 306 - 306 554 - 554o0
_o Tractor customservice 362 86 276 4t4 98 316 612 145 467
Total Variable Cost 1,673 335 1,338 2,273 583 1,690 3,884 1,250 2,634
FixedCosts
Landrent 863 - 863 1,641 - 1,641 2,146 - 2,146
Depreciation 22 - 22 43 - 43 2I 0 - 210
Intereston Ioanablefunds 606 - 606 665 - 665 1,107 - 1,107
Irrigationcharges - - - 4 1 3 - - -
Total Fixed Cost 1,491 - 1,491 2,353 1 2,352 3,463 - 3,463
Total EconomicCostat
Farmgete,1976 3,164 335 2,829 4,626 584 4,042 7,847 1,250 6,097
Yield per ha (tons cane) 37.41 45.48 75.04
Unit cost (P/ton cane) 84.58 101.72 97.9I
Relativecostratio 0.51 0.74 t .17
Economicmilling cost 2,3t 7 175 2,142 2,652 200 2,452 4,143 312 3,831
Appendix 4 (Continued)
WesternVisayas Eastern Visayas Philippines
Tolal Tradable Domestic Total Tradable Domestic Total Tradable Domestic
Variable Costs
Direct labor 401 -- 401 431 - 431 548 -- 548
Cane.points 86 - 86 92 - 92 77 - 77
Fertilizer 2,697 1,658 1,039 2,316 1,443 873 2,289 1,428 861
Chemicals 8 5 3 31 20 11 11 8 3
Animal-man service 638 - 638 497 -- 497 578 -- 578
Tractor custom service 331 78 253 556 131 425 392 93 299
Total Variable Cost 4,t6I 1,741 2,420 3,923 1,594 2,329 3,395 . 1,529 2,366
Fixed Costs
.Land rant 910 -- 910 991 -- 991 969 -- • 969
Depreciation 230 -- 230 87 -- 87 198 -- 198
Interest on Ioanable funds 1,102 -- 1,102 1,046 - 1,046 1,048 -- 1,048
L,O Irrigation charges 221 53 168 34 8 26 154 37 117
¢_ Total Fixed Cost 2,463 53 2,410 2,158 8 2,150 2,369 ' 37 2,332
Totat Economic Cost.
at Farmgate, 1976 6,624 1,794 4,830 6,081 1,602 4,479 6,264 1,566 4,698
Yield per ha (tons cane} 62.56 53.38 61.79
Unit coet (_fton cane} 105.88 113.92 85.19
Relative cost ratio 1.06 0.97 1.00
Economic milring cost 3,505 264 3,241 2,408 182 2,226 3,434 259 3,175
Notesc Regional data represent implied average economic costs for CY 1976 in the following mill dis_icts: Ilocos -Manaoag; Cen-
lxal Luzon - Paniqui, Pas_:leco, Pasumul, Tarlac, Bataan; Southern Tagalog -- Calamba, Ba[ayan, Don Pedro; Western
Visayas -- Asturias, Bacoiod-Murcia, Tatisay-Silay, Biscom; Eastern Visayas -- Bogo Medeilin. Costs for the Philippines are
the weighted average of regional costs, with regional production shares to total production in CY 1976 used as weights.
Sources of Basic Data: Private sugar production and milling data by mill district were obtained from cost surveyworksheets pre-
prapred by _ Researchand Development Crew of the Philippine Sugar Commission (Philsucom) for CYs 1976 and 1977.
Assumptions used to adiust or convert private into economic costsand break these down into domestic and tradable com-
pone_ta are found in Cryde (1983)'.
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